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Rare Blood Disease:
•

Launches Drive For Sickle Cell Anemia
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A new community fund-rats-1 o'clock, announces Mrs. Alma.ers desiring to attend the
;rig drive will be launched!Booth, general chairman of dinner should contact Mrs.
Laurice Folwer at 398-3927 for
iihen the Sickle Cell Anemia the drive.
ricl drive kicks-off Friday Goal for the drive has been reservations Contributions can be sent to Tom
ght, March 8 at Universal set at $4,000.
checks
We Insurance Cafeteria, 480 Invitations for the $5 plate Hayes, 368 Beale Ave.
Linden Ave., starting at 7:30 dinner has been sent out. 0th-.and money-order, should be
—
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r service.

Hondras Life Insurance Company; Elder
made payable to the Sickle ively among persons with Ne- til October. This research Is is carried on at 158
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Misgrold heritage. Only recently supported partly by the U.S. St.
Cell Anemia Fund.
Also associated with the sissippi Blv. Christian church;
This is the first public, com- has any appreciable research government and foundation
first drive are: Dr, Charles L. James Childs, who has assisted
grants.
munity-wide drive sponsored been done in the disease.
president of Owen Dr. Biggs in research; Dr. W.
for research in Sickle Cell The $4,000 is needed now, Dr. L. W. Diggs, a local phy- Dinkins,
an in- Of. Gibson, a professor at LeAnemia, which is a rare blood locally, to maintain the present sician, has been heading the College, H. A. Gilliam,
Universal Moyne college.
disease, found almost exclus- research program and staff un- local research pi ogram, which surasice executive at
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Standing Of
Miss Mid-South

Contestants
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•

TENNESSEE

"MISS MID SOUTH CONTESTANT STANDINGS"
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SHIRLEY PURNELL
4080
Carolyn Randle
3445
Earlie 2$6e Bites
2185
Joyce Carney
2165
Beverly Allen
2070
Katherine Woods
1910
Patricia Terrell
730
Eunice Logan
720
Patricia Cummings
575
Essie B. McSwine
565
Norrish Trueman
540
Norma Taylor
515
Amelia Gibson
500
Earnestine McGhee
495
Sandra White
260
Patricia Ford
245
Sadie Hollowell
245
Carolyn Hollingsworth
HER MAJESTY AND COURT
Gloria Jean Woodard .... 240
dent, a senior, who is the queen of Booker T.
230 Her Majesty and ('ourt smile royally during
Shirky Smith
220 coronation ceremonies at the annual NDCC
Washington high school. She is the daughter
Marlon Green
200 Military Ball and Banquet, held on George
of Mr. and Mrs. James Prudent, Sr., 354 N.
Mary Twons
Washington birth date at Carver high school. Decatur st. At the right is the queen of Melrose litigh school. Miss Diana Briscoe, a senior,
Crowned 1962 NDCC queen is Miss Vera Merwho is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
ritt (center) who is also the queen at Carver
Bricoe. 753 Boston st. (Staff Photo by Ernest
high school. A senior, she Is the daughter of
With( rs
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Jones, 1115 Saxon ave.
Her alternates are: left, Miss Helen Ann Pru-

15c
Negro Freedom Worker
Gunned Down By Three
Unknown White Men

GREENWOOD, Miss. — Greeneville about 11 p.m. The
James Travis, a 20-year-old white Buick was parked at the
field secretary for the Student intersection of the highway
Nonviolent Coordinating Com- and followed for seven miles.
Moses reported that the
mittee, was gunned last night
by three white men and is in three fired into the car with
a hospital here in critical con- pistols, and that bullets smashed both front windows and
dition.
Travis is in Greenwood-Le- whizzed around them. Travis,
flore hospital with a shoulder the driver of the car, shouted
wound and a bullet lodged be- that he had been hit. Moses
hind his spine. He is scheduled grabbed the wheel and
, to be transferred to Univesrity oiougnt the car to a halt. TravGIFT TO LeMOINE — It. I. Goad, left, sales manager for
!Hospital in Jackson this morn- is was given medical attention
Gulf Oil Corporation, presents a 5306 check for LeMoyne
at Mississippi Vocational Coling.
to Or. Hollis F. Price, president of the college. The money is
Travis was accompanied by lege and then brought here to
predominant34
to
Gulf
by
given
$17,000
portion
being
a
of
Robert Moses, director of SN- the hospital.
Moses said early this mornly Negro private colleges and universities in 13 states. This
CC's Mississippi voter registration project and Randolph ing, "We all were within
is more than double the amount given last year. Over a fiveBlackwell, field director of the Inches of being killed."
year period, LeMoyne has received $987 from Gulf. President
He reported that at least 150
I Atlanta-based Voter EducaPrice said the money will help meet the cost of renovating
tion Project, when an untagged Negroes have attempted to
and converting Steele Hall into a complete science building.
:white Buick began following register to vote in Greenwood
'them about 9:30 p.m. Three in the past two days, "the first
real breakthrough in Missiswhite men were in the car.
The three Negroes had some- sippi."
SNCC Chairman Charles
thing to eat and drove to the
'highway in the direction of McDew wired Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy early
16,15 morning and requested an
ivestigation into the shooting.
614CC executive secretary wirbeen
had
untary"
segregation
Sharpen—
NEW YORK
ed President John F. Kennedy
Whin the Boy Scouts of
ifie its nation-wide drive banned by federal courts, America, South Division of
today:
M.
assistant
Quigley,
James
"Based on your speech yesto ban "U. S. Dough to Help
the Chickasaw Council held
HEW secretary, admitted that its 1963 Kick-Off meeting durterday on voting rights for NeJim Crow," the National
The federal government's branch, unit, station and hos"if this plan were being put ing a breakfast at Pilgrim
groes in the South, we urge
Association for the Ad- forward by a school district
most integrated agency is the pital in every state."
our workers in
vancement of Colored People as a suitable way of comply- Rest Baptist Church, 491 Mc- Veterans Administration—now
Funeral services for Mr. Jo- cemetery. T. H. Hayes and you to protect
153,its
of
35,000
of
total
A
Saturday
last
Ave.,
Mississippi. Last night James
in
was
Home
Funeral
Sons
has called upon Secretary An- ing with the 1954 Supreme Lemore
celewho
Sr.,
Catron,
seph
the 000 employees are now Negro.
morning, $235 was received for 23 per cent Negro—reveals
birthday on charge of final arrangements. Travis, 20, was shot by three
thony J. Celebrezze of the
Court decision, it would be sustaining memberships. Of March issue of Ebony, now on Total Negro employment in brated his 100th
whites in an untagged white
held on
Department of Health, Eduwere
1962,
15,
Nov.
VA posts rose 47 per cent,
turned down."
that amount $85 was in pledg- the newsstands.
Buick seven miles from GreenMisthe
at
24
Feb.
cation and Welfare to rescind
Sunday,
Rufus E. Jones, The VA got that way on while the proportion of Newood and is in critical conchsissippi Blvd. Seventh-day
his plan to continue federall Under this plan, the county es, reports
chairman, of the purpose, mostly within the last groes in middle-grade posts Adventist church with Elder
lion. Travis, Robert Moses,
aid to segregreed elementary systems will not only receive auditing
8
to ('limbed
o peelr0,165) has
m
membership drive.
act.kwellis aliglh
ndollapsht nB
ied
da
amnodst R
deyear or two, Ebony discloses.
schools near six Dixie military federal money, provided for
per M. G. Cato of ,Nashville
cent
The opening ceremony was VA Administrator John S. from 8.1
impacted areas, to operate segthe eulogy.
livering
bases,
cident is clearly connected
regated schools off bases, but given by Troop 197. Invoca- Gleason is seeing results of his cent of all VA employees.
On., of the oldest residents
In a telegram, NAACP Exwith the fact that at least 150
will also be asked to run the tion was by the pastor of the intensive equal opportunity . "For the first time hundreds of Memphis, Mr. Catron died
ecutive Secretary Roy Wilkins
posts,
unique
fill
who
Negroes have tried to register
new on-base schools which church, Rev. C. M. Lee,
program to "radically change of Negroes
at the home of his daughter
calls the new HEW plan "ilof
Holland,
briefly
George
are intended to be integrated. said while talking
the VA's race relations image." ranging from
Where would you go for in Greenwood this week. We
and son-in-lay, Mr. and Mrs.
logical, incredible, and indescouting: "the program of The program rolled into high the first Negro to head a ma- Clarence E. Isabel, Sr., of 772 immediate help in case of urge you to take executive
fensible," and urges Celebrezze They would receive Federal scouting is a process of develWashington
in
office
VA
jor
action to prevent murder in
gear last year, Ebony recounts,
Hanley street on Thursday, emergency?
conduct these
to
to "adopt and enforce a policy money
oping good boys, who will after Gleason—at a top level (the Veterans Benefit office), Feb. 21. He had been in poor
Daily, in Memphis there are Mississippi."
in line with Constitutional re- schools. A regulation issued make bad boys better."
KenW.
Howard
Dr.
through
people without food, adequate
health for some time.
VA parley in Washington —
by former HEW Secretary
quirements."
Among others talking briefney, superintendent of the East
A native of Somerville, shelter, without a job and
Abraham Ribicoff in 1962 ly were John Strong, vice pointed to wall Charts on Ne- Orange, N. J., VA hospital, to
disclosed
was
plan
The HEW
banned segregated schools as chairman of south division. gro employment and upgrad- Little Rock social worker, Nel- Tenn., Mr. Catron was born without money or any other
eb. 26.
"unsuitable" to receive federal Among those attending were: ing, and declared, "I want the lie C. Hampton," Ebony notes. on a plantation a few months means of a livelihood.
There are no public relief
It proposes to build new aid.
before the Emancipation Procpeaks lowered and the valleys
N. J. Ford, John E. Strong,
lamation was signed to Mr. agencies in Memphis where
echools on bases in Alabama, Informed of the DepartJ. Toney, chairman of raised."
T.
Jr.,
people can obtain immediate
and Mrs. Hudson Catron.
Georgia and South Carolina ment's new plan, Wilkins said the drive, J. B. Long, Jesse
As a result, says Ebony, "the
After the slaves were set aid unless they are the vicfor all eligible children, ir- it "nullifies the modest step" H. Bishop, Ernest C. Withers, VA either hired or upgraded
respective of race, while con- announced by Mr. Ribicoff. He W. A. Sengstacke, Sr., Rev. S. 11,000 Negroes. Its task force
The assistant cashier at Tri- free, his father joined the tims of a big fire, storm, etc.
tinuing to pay about $180 a proposed that the new Sec- Thompson, H. Walker, Calvin visited Negro colleges in Dixie State Bank, Horace Chandler, Union Army and was killed —then the American Red Dr. Charles H. Norris, a visCross will take over.
,̀par to the county system for retary "adopt and follow a Parker, Earl Walker, D. K. to recruit possible VA em- was rushed to E. H. Crump during the Civil War.
iting biologist under the ausBut what about the small
the education of any such child policy which squares with the Rogers, Aggie Anderson and ployees. Its equal opportunity Memoriar hospital after becom- 1 HERE 83 YEARS
pices of the American Instiwhere
family
a
in
children
sega
Mr. Catron came to Mem.ho wishes to attend
tute of Biological Sciences, was
Girland Lee, Jr. (See photo). program was adopted in every ing suddenly ill last week.
Constitutions. mandate."
bread-winchief
or
father
the
"legated off-base school.
phis as a boy of 17, studied
oa the campus of Lane College
three years at the LeMoyne ner become ill or without a Feb. 28-March 1. The visiting
*t Reminded that this type of
weeks?
of
number
a
for
job
"volworked
ed
and
school
Elementary
151an for tax-support
about the mother of Biologists program is jointly
at a number of odd jobs be- What'
father desserts? sponsored by one Atomic Enfore going into the moving children when
The Tri State Defender will ergy Commission and the Nabusiness for himself.
in a series of stories tional Science Foundation, and
He remained in business up tell you
"Three of A Kind." is designed to help stimulate
until he retired at about litt about
Little Work, interest in biology as a career.
and was able to read without "Little education,
Little Money—Suffering." The Dr. Norris has participated in
glasses until his death.
series will start in the next the program for two years.
Mr. Catron belonged to the
A native of Cornwall, Onissue.
Providence AME church and
tario, Canada, he received the
its
as
treasurer
serving
was
put
being
are
B.S. degree from Hamilton
. Special efforts
in 1905 when he joined the,
College and the Ph.D. degree
on by the Citizens Non-PartiSeventh-day Adventist church
san Registration Committee to
from Princeton University. He
as a charter member. He
is a member of Phi Beta Kapti:rge persons to register to vote
Rust
a
'Cappella
College's
office
every
nearly
in
served
while they are purchasing
choir of Holly Springs, Miss., pa, Phi Sigma, and the Socito
open
is
that
church
the
of
ir automobile licenses at the
is to be presented in concert ety of the Sigma Xi. He is a
a layrnan.
-ounty Courthouse during the
in the Department of
birthday, he at St. Andrew AME church, professor
100th
his
On
entire month of March.
1167 S. Parkway East, Sunday, Biology at the University of
honplaque
a
was
presented
A spokseman for the Regishe has served
oring him for 57 years of March 10 at 3:30 p.m. Spon- Colorado, where
tration Committee said: "Many
soring the concert is the since 1939.
by
service
Elder
faithful
persons who have never regHis major interests are in
Charles R. Graham and the church's No. 2 choir, of which
istered will of necessity go to
Mrs. Tyree Campbell is presi- the areas of general and commembers.
the courthouse. While there we
parative animal physiAside from Elder Cato, dent.
urge them to take three minThe concert is open to the ology, and the history of biolon the
others
participating
utes to stop at the Registrar's
ogy. He has been engaged in
furtEral program were Mrs. public.
office and become registered
research on Adaptive physiolRosa Marr, who read the
voters.
ogy of local ridents and on enobituary, and Mrs. Elizabeth
changed
"Persons who have
docrine physiology of neotenic
Martin, who sang, "God's Totheir
changed
addresses or
salamanders of the Rocky
morrow."
names should also bring their
Mountain area. He is presently
SURVIVORS
date,"
to
up
cards
registration
MANILA—Chubby Checker, engaged in the preparation of
Aside from Mrs. Isabel, he
Thomas Bethani, Larry Miller,
Slmelton.
Ivy,
Vance
liam
weekend.
last
CH)
the.
Tou.namerd
of
LIDS,
spokesman.
LOINS
said the
is survived by another daugh. the Twist king, left the Philip- biographical dictionary of biJohn Miller, Bennie Price, Trainer Dallas McClough, Coach
is preparing to play in the Regional Basketball Tournament
Two women, engaged by the
ter, Mrs. Ida Wong, and three pines this month after a two- ologists. He has also been acin
winners
two
Top
Spillers.
Ira
Coach
RegisJohns,
at
Head
Harry
Saturday
-Partisan
and
Non
Friday
Thursday,
Citizens
live in the Honors Program of,
%stile, is scheduIrd for
sons, John Catron. Joseph week stand,
Station
the
In
play
rligible
to
be
will
Tourney
Melthe
Regional
derfated
tration Committee, will be at
Woodstock Training School. Lesters eager.'
Catron and Hugh Catron of Checker, who headed a bill the university, and for 10
weekend.
next
Nashville
in
start
-the courthouse to offer assistwill
Lester
Tournament which
Cincinnati, Ohio, eight grand-, which included an array of years directed the developrose high school 6'1 to 65 on their home floor. The
!since to those desiring to beBeside, Lester Melrose and ('arver will play in the Regional
children and seven great-linternational beauty queens, ment of the biological sciences
Lions are. first-row. Charles Wright, Charles Bowers, Rich.Fpme a registered voter.
Isang and twisted to capacity course in the Divsion of Gengrandchildren.
Tourney, as sr.% as Mt. Pisgah and Mitchell Road. 1Photo
CharPaulk,
Charles
',Tarr's,
Robert
H.
Principal
Jones.
ard
r, Auto licenses went on sale
eral Education.
Interment was in Elmwood'audiences
by
Ernest
WilWithers).
Trainers
Second
Humphrey.
row:
Claude
lie
Williams,
at the courthouse March 1.
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C.Lty

OFFICIAL BALLOT

:funeral Held—
, For Mother Of •
John Brinkley
Final rites for Mrs. Minnie
of
oldest
az: Avery
Chapel AKE church, were held
there last Saturday afternoon
with the vigor, Dr. Peter G.
Crawford, delivering the eulo-

Brinkley,
members

•Chnens,
AT E. H. CSUMP HOSPITAL ton, 2108 Curry; girl, Carolyn dell.
Denise.
TES. 15
Mr. arid Mrs. James Kelly,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellie Fondren, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell Win- 1871 Ball; girl, Stephanie.
ston,
1239
James; girl, Daphne. Mr. and Mrs. James Banks,
1257 Englewood; girl, Gloria
gy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Jones, MI Brown mall; boy, Leslie
Renee.
Mrs. Brinkley, outstanding
1061 Tupelo; boy, Darryl Quin Renee.
FEB. 16
chuyell and civic worker and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ca- tin.
Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Johnmother of John L. Brinkley,
iron, 1096 N. Claybrook; girl, Mr. and Mrs Ben T. Adams, son, 1941 Castalia; boy, Tom,Jr., principal of LaRose EleTRI-STATE DEFENDER
997 Peach; boy, Sherman.
Cheryl Laurence.
my Lee.
i ;mentary school, died on TuesMr. and Mrs. Delta H. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Ossie B. Bod- Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Tayday, Feb. VI, in her home at
3308 Norton rd.; boy, Samuel die, 1151 Acklen; girl, Iris lor, 1325 Ogden; girl, Linda
1 11579 Crump blvd., following a
Jane.
Fay.
Milford.
I lengthy illness.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Tunstall, Mr. and Mrs. Howard WilMr. and Mrs. Robert L. HyA nItive of Tuecombia. Ala.,
1409 Ragan; boy, Reginald liams, 1136 Beachwood; boy, mn, 15M Cane; girl, Stepha. Mrs. Brinkley moved to MemParrish.
Jerome.
nie Louise.
phis
et
age.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Duventre;
FEB. 17
CIVIC
Mr. and Mr.. Sam Buchan- Spencer, 896 East ot.; boy, Wil- girl, Loretta.
Among
the
church and c;
nan, Jr., 982 Z. McLemore; bey, liam Randolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Hayes,
were the Social Circle. the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ed- 699 Ayers; girl, Stephanie
Joseph Aaron.
;
Child's
Welfare club and the
Mr. and Mrs. James Harts, dins, 352 Rock Point rd.; girl, Lurline.
'Federation of Women's Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry B. Wil1779 Keltner el.; boy James II. Shelley Fay.
Assisting
at the funeral proMr. and Mrs. Napolean Tay- Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Os- liams, 1613 Cameron; boy,
gram were Elder Blair T.
lor, 1308 Empire; girl, Vicki borne, 1823 Keltner cl., girl, Levy Antwine.
'Hunt, who gave remarks, GarDawn Davette.
Demetria.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Harmer Currie, who sang 'His Eye
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Woods, FEB. 24
mon, 629 N. Fourth; girl, Linis on the Sparrow," arid Mrs.
1385 S. Cooper; girl, Wilhel- 4.4r. and Mrs. William E. da Faye.
Lillian Campbell.
mina LaJoyce.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. ManLee, 994 N. Second; boy, WilAside from her son, PrinciFEB. 11
ning, 882 LeMoyne mall; girl,
liam Edward Jr.
pal Brinkley, Mrs. Brinkley is
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mr. and Mrs. George Hill, Katherine Jean.
survived by her husband, John
Chandler, 1889 S. Parkway 273 Beale; girl, Bobbie Jean.
Mr. and Mrs, Dennis BradL. Brinkley, Sr., and two other
east; girl, Chryati Cara.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bean, 1898 ford, 264 Kirk; girl, Tracy
sons, Atty. Percy B. Brink*
FEB. 20
Yvette.
Ragan; girl Nadine.
of Baltimore, and Austin S.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo S. Berk- Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. RogMr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Brinkley of Chicago.
ley, 1507 S. Willett; boy, Lyn- ers, 1537 Monsarrat; girl, Ver- Rooks, 1134 Turley; boy, David
Active pallbearers were Will
don Holmes.
Earl.
netta Von.
Dixon, Dr. E. Frank White,
AT JOHN GASTON
Mr. and Mrs. William H. FEB. 21
Erman Morris, Fred Jordan,
HOSPITAL
Burford, 1183 College; boy, Mr. and Mrs. John L. HarEdwin C. Jones and Henry
FEB. 23
din, 1658 Kansas; boy, MarKelvin DeAngelo.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Ful- Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hamil- chill Leando.
Whit
Inmcnt
tee;
was in Elmwood
ton, 2144 Stovall; boy, Titus ton, 474 Lucy; boy, Quarlan- Mr. and Mrs. Larry .1. Wilcemetery. T. H. Hayes an
..DitwaYne.
liams, 888 Porter; boy, Larry
dres Elaque.
Sons Funeral home was
• Mr. and Mrs. Jethro FlemMr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Hunt- James, Jr.
charge of arrangements.
- ing, 1668 S. Orleans; boy, LaMr. and Mrs. Robert L. Harer,
311
Cynthia;
boy,
Tony
Fa- (Vita.
per, 808 Palmer alley; girl,
nado.
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Angela Denise.
Echols, 3198 Democrat; boy, FEB. 25
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Crout,
Mr. and Mrs. Merl C. Evans, 725 S. Dudley; girl, Marilyn.
' Rickey Lavell.
Mr. and Mrs. George Blan- 348 Richmond; boy, Merl Car-. Mr. and Mrs. Matthew L.
Simmons, 2104 Sanford; girl,
Dianne Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. BecSete
ton, 4613 Shadowlawn; girl,
k
Plans for the annual FashRosalyn Vanessa.
GOOD FRIENDS' KING AND QUEEN
ion Show to be presented in
FEB. 27
Members of the Goad Friends' social club met
April were discussed when
order, are Alquien Owens, assistant sergeantMr. and Mrs. Arthur Egglerecently and elected a king and queen of
members of the Shamrock Soat-arms; Mrs. Oia Durham, sergeant-at-arms:
ston, 1237 Latham; boy, Elmer
cialites club met recently at
the club for 1963, and wearing the crowns
Jesse Crader, chairman of Entertainment
Lawrence.
the home of Mr, and Mrs.
are Mrs. Darnish Williams, queen, and JohnMr. and Mrs. Polk Jennings,
Committee; Doyle, secretary; Lorne Sewell.
Clifton D. Neal, Sr., of 1159
nie Doyle, the king, standing behind her. Also
1499 Lake Grove; girl, Janet
vice president and treasurer: Mrs. Maybelle
Argyle.
seated on front row with the Queen are Mrs.
Patrice.
Sowell, chaplain and Joe Lewis, assistant
Presiding during the busiMr. and Mrs. Sylvester Freeelice Cooper, left, president, and Mrs. Theola
business manager. Mrs. Williams is business
ness session was Mrs. Dorothy
man, 2926 Chelsea; boy, David
Johnson, financial secretary. Standing, same
manager.
Pickens, the president, and
James.
Mrs. Temboria Kimbrough as
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Garrett,
acting chaplain.
3349 Alta rd., girl, Marsh
It was revealed during the
Lynne.
meeting that Mrs. Cornelia
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Denton,
Crenshaw would serve as nar674 Lucy; boy, Terrell Lynn.
rator for the April Fashiolli
FEB. 28
show.
Mr. and Mrs. James Easley,
Other members present for
40 Regent; boy, Jerome.
the meeting were Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Craft, 639
Josephine Birgs, Jennett H•rPendleton; boy, Edward
raway, Gloria Neal, Ester
Franklin.
Charnbers. Etta M. Flowets,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph LemTeresa
Watson, and Magnolia
ons, 358 Tillman; girl, Lisa
Neal.
Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis,
029 S. Fourth; girl, Barbara
By CARLOTTA WATSON old. He says he loves me but
i
Ann.
i
Counselor B.T.W. HIGH
when I do not obey him at
Mr. and Mrs. Lonzy Johnson, 2440 Deadrick; boy, DelSCHOOL
'the dropping of a hat' he
A South African writer anti
bert Dewayne.
I
DEAR cARLoreA, Done goes into a rage. He says he lecturer, Bloke Modisane, will
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Mathyou think that the mother can wants to marry me. I love him, spcak to students and faculty
is, 45 West Lucca; boy, James
I do more than the teacher as what should I do? — Engaged of LeMoyne College, Maiith
Cullie Jr,
i
24-26. He will discuss South
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Sani to guidance? The mother has DEAR ENGAGED: The de- African music, literature aii?d
ders, 282 E. Olive; boy, Michonly two or three children, cision is
always yours. You dance.
ael Anthony.
while the teacher has 25 or
may love him, I won't argue
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beld30. — Teenage Tim.
MISS CHARLOTTE BROOKS
soe, 353-C S. Wellington; boy,
the point. However, think this
DEAR TIM: I think if both
Michael Anthony:
over: Will you always be able
work
together
you
can
get
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Arnold,
mors than proper guidance— to live with his uncontrolable
484 Tillman; girl, Shebia Lea.
especially with your coopera- temper. You know the song:
Starts Saturday!
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Chiltion. Some mothers say the "Take Me As I AM . . and
March 10 —
dress, 576 Beale; girl Virginia.
Don't Make Me Over." Now,
not
doing
teacher
enough,
is
MARCH 1
One Big Wo•Ic
as I said before, the decision
are
you
say,
others,
they
as
Mr. and Mrs. Morris U. C.
doing too much. I am sure no is yours . . . I only say think
H. Smith. 275 E. Essex. boy,
teacher would object to a these things through. It may
Rev. and Mrs. Phillip E.,at Martin Memorial CME Tem- Morris Ulon Costella Harris
mother giving her child char- b. ..eisiLile that his 'raging'
Brooks of 384 Edith ave., this ple and vocal music teacher at
acter and integrity. Yet, in is music to your ears.
week announced the engage- ,Carver High school. Miss Mr. and Mrs. Fred Logan,
many instances the teacher
ment of their daughter, Miss Brooks is a member of the 1787 Castalia; girl. Vigenice.
has to take the responsibility
Charlotte Glenda Brooks, to YADS Social club and is acMr. and Mrs. William K.
f doing many activities outMr. Samuel Polk, Jr., son of tive in a number of civic proj- Brooks, 2431 Deadrick; boy,
side of regular course work.
Mrs. Lurline Brooks of Jack- ects.
Trevelyn Antonio.
MISS SAMMIE ALLEN
son, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie H. JackThe prospective bridegroom
The teacher, Tim, tries to
The bride-elect is the grand- is a graduate of Lane College son, 273 E. Butler; girl, Lillie
be counselor and friend, as
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. at Jackson, Tenn., and has Mae.
well as teacher. I am sure any
J. B. Brooks of Jackson and done graduate work at Howard Mr. and Mrs. James W, Parkteacher would welcome a
Columbia, Tenn.
er,
724
Wortham;
girl,
Zina
university in Washington, D.C.
mother who wants to relieve
A graduate of Booker T.
Roshea.
a teacher of some of the 'mothWashington High school, where Mr. Polk is a member of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie R. Kirker' responsibilities. Tails this
her father is a teacher of Lat- Omega Psi Phi fraternity, endoll, 1192 Florida; boy, Wilover with some of your other
in, MiSS Brooks completed her First Baptist church of Jack- lie Riley Jr.
peers ... maybe your idea will
college work at Fisk university son, Tenn., and is a science
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Mrs. Merle Dixon Allen of Sammie Steen Allen to J. D. 'catch on.'
and is doing further study at instructor at East High school Brooks, 39 Farrow; girl, Carla 1501 Miller st. and Mr. Willie Bradford, Jr.
In Lilbourn, Mo.
the University of Michigan.
B. Allen of 1524 Gabay this He is the son of Mr. J. D. DEAR MRS. WATSON: I
Denise.
She is a member of Delta A spring wedding is plan- Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Dubose, week announced the engage- Bradford, Sr. of Millington have a boy friend 20 year
Sigma Theta sorority, organist ned.
1221 N. Manassas; a girl.
ment of their daughter, Miss and the late Mrs. Julia Bradford.
CALL US BEFORE YOU
"
The couple will be wed in •
ARE EMBARRASSED
ceremony to be held at Harris
Memorial CME church on Saturday, June 8.
The bride- elect attended
Hamilton High school and is
CALL
a graduate of Tennessee A&I
State university.
Miss Allen is a member of
the faculty of Riverview EleFOR FREE ESTIMATES
mentary school.
Mr. Bradford is a graduate
of the Shelby County Training
school at Woodstock and Tennessee State university. He is
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
a member of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity.
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
The prospective bridegroom
is currently serving in the
United States Air Force.

MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH

5 VOTES

Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The
236 S. Wellington Street

Memphis, Tennessee

Shamrocks To
Present April
Fashion Show

African Lecturer
To Speak Here

DAISYi

Miss Charlotte Brooks
To Be Wed In Spring

•

...NO SIN OR
SPECTACLE ON EARTH
TO EQUAL IT!

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

Riverview Teacher To
Be Married On June 8

Licensed and
Bonded

KENTUCKY
BEAU

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

O.Z. EVERS
Ph. FA 7-6033

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi

Beauticians To Meet
hi Union City, Tenn.
VOLUNTEERS IN BOY SCOUT MEMBERSHIP DRIVE are
seen at the kick-off breakfast, hold last Saturday morning
at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church. Loft-right, are: Colvin
Parker. (Arland Lee. Jr., Earl Walker, D. K. Rogers, Arnold

The West Tennessee Regional Meeting for Beauticians will
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
Walker, Aggle Anderson. N. I. Ford. promotion chairman: be held in Union City,
Tenn.,
Rufus E. Jones. adults chairman: John E. Streets, vitt March 10 - 11, and beauticians
BOURBON WHISKEY
chairman; T. J. Toney, general chairman; Rev. O. M. Lee,
1se area are invited to be
RAI 01611liaiG comic NUMMIrt.
1111TUOIT
present.
I. B. Long, Jessie Bishop and Whittier A. Sengstacke.

SAT1

EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE

946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER

JAI 7-3311
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Lane Observes
81st Annual
Founders Day

•

Left Side

DOWN FRONT!!

On Sunday, March 3, Lane
college almuni, administration,
faculty, staff, student body
and friends celebrated the
SURPRISED OF THE SUB- Leo Bearman, Jr. and Mrs.
81st anniversary of the found,PRISED were friends of Miss Tracy Rainy were elected vice
ing of the college.
! Ruby Chambers, teacher at presidents.
Directors
were
Cummings School, who gave
The principal speaker for
ticket,
elected
on
the
Sheriff's
her a surprise birthday annithe occasion was Dr. Arthur
conserthe
Harch
ticket,
the
versary party. She tossed a
Herbert, who spoke on the
• surprise right back on her vative ticket, the liberal ticksubject, "God and His Unitickets.
The
Faret
and
other
Jofriends by marrying Rev.
verse." Music was rendered by
ris ticket withdrew its forces
seph Howz. Hee! Hee!
the Lane College Choir under
OUR FEATHERS WERE just before the election. Many
the direction of Mr. Robert
MILTON THOMAS, JR.
RUFFLED momentarily when lines were crossed — and mayG. Owens.
we recently called for the be, a few double crossed. One
Dr. Arthur Herbert, M.A.,
manager of a local used auto- must say that the implication
L.H.D., D.Sc., D.D., Professor
mobile lot. We asked to speak is intriguing even if one
Emeritus of Philosophy, Up• to Mr. "Blank." The voice on doesn't understand all of the
sale College, East Orange, N.J.,
the other end chirped "Mr. ramifications that the consorthas attended Concordia ColBlank ain't here. He went ing of conservatives, liberals
legiate Institute, N.Y., Concordia Theological Seminary, Mishome sick, with that flu." We and opportunists will have upwere speak-Ion the forthcoming local elecsouri, New York University
si asked to whom we
ing. The voice replied "This tion.
The new executive secre- and Harvard Graduate School.
,• is Uncle Jay-Bird, the yard- CONTESTANTS IN THE
He has served as pastor of
tary of the Abe Scharff
boy around here." Our feath- "Miss-Mid South" contest, said
Branch YMCA, 254 S. Lauder- the St. Mark's Lutheran
era were ruffled because until this week. "The contest is
dale St., is expected to be for- Church, Woodlawn, N.Y., Manthen we were unaware that really getting hot. Some of the
mally. introduced during a aging Editor "The American
We were descendants of birds, girls are withholding votes, so
banquet at the Branch, Friday, Lutheran," Professor Liturgical and Patristics, Hartwick
not to mention this "uncle" their competitors will not be
March 8, starting at 8 p.m.
named "Jay-Bird."
able to "peep their hole cards."
During the same affair, new Seminary, N. Y., and is pastor
of the Holy Trinity Lutheran
The UNHOLY TRINITY is THE NEGRO JUNIOR
board members will be installchurch, East Orange, N.J.
not readily understood — Of CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ed
course you understand that is busy rounding up all of the
The
new
executive
secretary,
TRI STATE DEFENDER'S EDITOR
the Unholy Trinity is the main cowboys and girls in this area
Milton Thomas, Jr., 30, was
three factions in the recently —or rather, all of the men and
The Tri State Defender's editor, a magazine editor, and
reporting; Emory 0. Jackson, editor of the Birmingham
the executive secretary of the
organzied Young Democratic women who like to dress like
three other newspaper editors and an editorial cartoonist
World, editorial writing; Mrs. William E. Feaman, who acLevi J. Rowan Memorial This year's annual meeting
club here in Memphis. During cowboys arid cowgirls to atwere awarded the coveted Mound City Press ('Iub of St.
cepted the editorial cartoon award for her husband, cartoonBranch of the Washington of the National Conference of
the first election of officers tend the annual Bar J. C.
Louis' 1962 Journalism Awards at the club's recent awards
ist of the St. Louis Argus; Charles S. Hawkins, editor of
County YMCA in Greenville, the Urban League is scheduled
last Friday night, Harold C. Round-Up, a dance which will
dinner in St. Louis. Pictured above with their plaques are.
Miss., from July 1, 1957 until to be held in Los Angeles,
the St. Louis Defender, news photography, and Thaddeus
Streibich, a "declared Jack- be held at the Flamingo March
from
he accepted his new position Calif., July 28 to Aug 1.
left:
Lawrence
A.
Still,
associated
editor
of
T.
Jet
MagaStokes,
editor
of
the
Tri-State
Defender
of
Memphis,
sonian" conservative was elect- 29. Curtis Garrison, who is
here in January of this year.
zine. The Charles Crawford Memorial Award; Bennie G.
column writing. The Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, pastor of Zion
ed president while the avow- chairman of the dance swears
He became certified by the
Rodgers, city editor of the St. Louis American, general
Baptist Church of l'hiladelphia, was the principal speaker.
ed Kennedy liberals "A. W. that it is going to be the,
National YMCA Board of ConWillis, Jr., Hunter Lane, Jr., "swingingest."
tification of North America
Sept. 20, 1962.
St
A native of Jackson, Miss.,
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
he received his early educa- itch, ftall
itch. chafing, rash and ecrems
tion at CM & I high school
atnAirAaj
.
:'
14En
. 5,1:V.72,ciniC"""414
there before graduating from less medicated
creme kills harmful t'scuteT.
1,
,ih;littis
i
szetheLtp
asw,
Scirrarticti,
a tiendg anal
Mississippi Vocational Train- nll.m.,
ing College, Itta Bena, Miss.,
a
d=g,
Ev
:
Dontsufftt
4ayataldusstat
aynherninu;Ls
in 1955.
—
MARRERO, La. — (UPI) month," said M. L. Butler, the
, graduation
•
heU.S3TidZtl:ey afterl
principal.
school
Army where he served until
—Police searched for two
ATLANTA, Ga. -- Hotel 11957.
young gunmen who robbed CALCULATED PLAN
-JACKSON, Miss.—(UPI) the group to get favorable de-'James Meredith, was one of segregation in Atlanta has
Thomas, who is single, is a
two faculty members of a "It must have been a calsegregation
action
from
the
the
parents who were plain- I caused "at least 20" Negro member of Alpha Phi Alpha
' Negro high school of nearly culated plan," Butler said. "I —The families of 10 Negro city council,
tiffs in the new case.
'$16,000.
,employees of the Fulton Coun- fraternity, Shriners, Elk Lodge,
can't understand how they children asked a Federal
The Federal Court action fl
and a member of a Baptist
The assistant principal and knew the exact time I was:Court to order desegrega- lowed traditional legal lines Mississippi Attorney General ty Welfare Department to
Thousands of BUN
from laming corns.
a coach at Lincoln High sending them (Crosby and Cul- tion of public schools here of desegregation cases, asking Joe T. Patterson said the "en- withdraw from a state conf-...r- church. He is the son of Mil- canines,
ton Thomas, Sr., of Jackson, astonishingand common warts now report
in the opening wedge of a for an end to segregated prac- , tire resources'' of his office }
School were abducted as they
results with an mating new
ence
bank."
of
to
the
social
Miss.,
Her)
workers
and
the
late
formulation
Mrs.
that
rube
Maggie
them
off painlessly
rive o ac one o
e as
emerged from a bank carrying
•nd safely without danger of infection
from
A Fulton County Welfare Thomas.
New Orleans police joined segregation strongholds of the I tices in schools here on would be available to help the
cutting, acids or abrasives. Secret is a
two canvas bags stuffed with
,grounds they, violate the 14th city of Jackson defend its case.
During the banquet, the gen- wonder-working medicated creme called
cash that was to have gone to Jefferson Parish (County) of- South.
DERMA-SOFT that softens and ditsolves
IAmendment's equal protection The parents filed their suit Department employee — who eral chairman of the Branch thew
tormenting, hard to remove growths
teachers.
asked that his name be with- YMCA's 1963
ficers in a search for the The suit, the first aimed spe- clause.
no that they rub right off, leaving skin
'against Kirby P. Walker, su-,
Membership En- smooth
silky
Assistant Principal Joseph A. bandits.
and soft. So don't suffer another
!cifically at public schools of The suit came on the heels
held—said
that at least twenty rollment, C. L. Wells, will be minute. Get
perintendent of Jackson city
DERM A.SORT at all druggises.
Cullier, 34, and Henry Crosby,
Mississippi,
was
filed
with
fiBureau of Inof a campaign for Negro voter ;srhools and
d members
bers of t he Negroes who had been urged presented. He is principal of
32, the coach, went to Guaran- The Federal
nancial help of the National
E. A. Harrold county school.
- ty Bank & Trust Co. to cash vestigation said the case would Association for the Advance, registration in the Jackson area city school board.
, to attend the conference asked
Dr. E. Frank White, a board
'monthly payroll checks for not come under its jurisdic- ment of Colored People anda U. S. Justice Depart-,I ,,The injury which plaintiffs! for their $9 registration fee
!
member, is chairman of the
teachers at the high school. tion since the money had been (NAACP) in the U. S. District lment suit to desegrega t# and-rnsmbers of their race suf-1 back when they discovered
banquet.
J. T. Chandler is
schools in Gulfport ansl Hilo .• I ter as 'a result of, the operation I
• Police said the bandits must turned over to the twa teach,- Court ere.
I that the Dinkier-Plaza Hotel Chairman of the Branch YMent
I me
h Justic
,,,ve known the practice was ars and they had left the bank
a compulsory bi-racial school.
CA
board
The
for
of
parents
asked
igo sou
either,tion singled f44'l
otr
l
management.
ystem is irreparable and shallp would not let them eat with
'a regular thing because the when they were robbed.
a preliminary injunction order- ,Mississippi eilidslabse th ,
Thomas replaced Fred R.
"robbery was well-planned and Lincoln High School has an
continue to irreparably injure'other social workers from
Joseph,
admitted
who
ing
the
children
to
is presently emall
1
I
allIschools have
-v Iplaintiffs and their class until across the state.
-4xecuted smoothly.
enrollment of 1,500. Marrero
ployed at a YMCA in Columwhite schools or a decree di- large number of children o
Orleans,
,enjoined
by
this
court,"
the
New
CAR
of
INTO
south
FORCED
Is
Robert M. Ball, Commission- bus, Ohio. During the interim
recting the school board to pre- federal employes and become suit said.
, The gunmen, wearing rain- across the Mississippi River. sent a complete desegregation
er of Social Security for the of Joseph and Thomas, Keneligible for financial help from
'coats, hats and dark glasses,
Mississippi has been moving'
neth Whalum served as head
plan.
the government,
stopped their victims in the
rapidly in recent years towardjDepartment of Health, Educa- of the Abe Scharff
Branch
In event of a plan being deNo public schools in Missis-,equalizing school facilities for, tion and Welfare, was guest
bank parking lot and forced
YMCA.
vised, the suit asked that Dis- sippi, Alabama or South Caro- Negro and white pupils and I speaker at
them to get into a car.
the three-day con
trict Judge Harold Cox who lina have been desegregated
Cullier said one of tho men
much of' the results has come
will hear the case retain juris- but the University of Missis- in Jackson. A number of Negro ference. By speaking here,
held a gun to his head and
Ball violated an unnofficial
diction. That is a request corn- sippi and South Carolina's Clemdirected him to drive to New.schools here rank as high as Federal edict which bars highmon to such cases asking that son College each have a Negro. Whiteschools.
Orleans. The men got out of
level governmental employees
the judge police compliance student.
the car in a Negro section and
Automobile, Furniture
Medgar Evers, a Jackson Ne4 -The hlcity has remained so from appearing before segrewith his decision.
warned Cullier and Crosby not
staunc y segregationist, how. gated groups.
Auto thieves established an
Signature
The case followed several gro lawyer active in the "Ole ver that separate public audto try to call for help because
why people
Secretary of Defense Robert all - time record in 1962 by Them la a *
they would be watched on Marion Barnum, the promin- months of fruitless efforts by.Miss" integration case
i
have been built for McNamara also side-stepped stealing some 350,000 cars val- lik• I. deo business with us. Yon,
their way back to the school.
foci,
ilk•
out
courteous
treat."-Tregroes and whites. Jackson this ruling when he spoke to ued at $290 million, but ownCanadian pianist, will be
_ Cullier said one of the young ent
'vas the scene of tense bus sta- a segregated meeting here last ers made it easier for them by ment and citialr• to help you.
"Open
Thursday and Friday
Irnen — both were in their presented in concert this Frition sit-in demonstrations two year. Atlanta Negroes picket- leaving the keys in the igni- Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
fteventies — boasted they had,day morning, March 8, at 10:30,
ago but firm police action ed that meeting, also held at tion of an alarming percentage
J'-'".
,
Saturdays
9.00 tO 1,00
for.
been planning the holdup
in Bruce Hall. The morning
and a soft-glove policy by the the Dinkier-Plaza Hotel.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
of them, according to J. Edgar
s year.
appearance will enable all Le-'
cite administration were- credOwn•d
Home Operated
United Nat ions Undersec- Hoover, director of the Federal Homo
Cullier and Crosby had cash- Moyne students to hear and
ited with preventing violence. rotary
DIXIE
are receiving social in your address.
Ralph Bunche was re- Bureau of Investigation.
ed checks for 40 teachers!see her. The public is invited; If you
payments, you can I Beneficiaries were reminded
FINANCE COMPANY
fused accommodations at the "With a little diligence,
totalling $15,879. Money for,to this recital which is under security
"W• 116 to Islay yin; to your
to receive your checks !thtat a change of address card
Dinkler-Plaea last summer American automobile owners
each teacher was placed in a sponsorship of the college's
loan r•qu•st"
a
few
on time by following
. ..
during the NAACP Convention could strike a great blow for
seperate envelope and then Cultural Activities
Committee. simple rules, according to thei or letter must be signed by the
Examined and Supervised by
crime
prevention.
By
the
simhere.
the envelopes went into the
th• Stot• D•partmeint of
Miss Barnum, who comes to
social security office. I person to whom the checks
Insurance and Banking.
canvas sacks. Most of the Memphis from Knoxville Col- Memphis
always,
The Student Nonviolent Co- ple acts of removing ignition
A written request to the I are issued, and must
keys
and
locking
unattended
money was in $20 and $100 lege where she is a member of
2 LOCATIONS
security claim
ordinating Committee (SNCC)
Social Security Administration 1 show the social
cars, an amazing reduction in 161 S. Main, JA 7-8551
bills.
Plans have been made by telegrammed Atlanta's Mayor
faculty, appeared recently I for a change of address re- I number.
the
auto thefts could be realized,"
"I don't know how we're
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Convenient notifica- the Casualette Social club to Ivan Allen, Jr., protesting the
in concert at Oak Ridge and is
before the 15th of the
he said.
going to pay our teachers this scheduled to play with the ceived
month will assure receipt of tibn forms are available in all hold its first public affair, a hotel's refusal to feed Negro
Knoxville Symphony Orchestra the next check at the new ad- social security district offices. , Spring Dance, which has been delegates to the convention
Prompt and accurate reporting set for Saturday, March 23, at "When will Atlanta's hotels
on March 17..
dress.
and restaurants step into the
A native of Vancouver, B. C., If a notice of a change of by beneficiaries will result in I Curries Club Tropicana, announced the club's president, 20th Century and begin giving
Miss Barnum will present a address is made later in the faster and better service in
decent treatment to all Amer
well-rounded program of music month, arrangements should processing the millions of ad- ! Mrs. Marjorie Bnsco. Miss Luirule Porter is the club report- icans?" SNCC Chairman
from the seventeenth to the also be, made with the post dress and other changes reCharles McDew asked.
er.
twentieth centuries. A talented office to have the next check ceived every year by the Social
pianist, she has appeared on forwarded. In any event, noti- Security Administration.
radio and television and was'fy your social security district I The Memphis social securi-;
soloist 11 times with the Cana- office or payment center as ;ty office is located at 1328
dian Broadcasting Corporation.I soon as possible of any change IMonroe Avenue, at Cleveland. II
1_
She studied six years at the
Juilliard School of Music in
New York City where she com6-3481
1 1420 DAVIS ST.
pleted post-graduate studies,
—
won a teaching fellowship for
two consecutive years and was
a scholarship student of the
distinguished artist and teacher, Mme. Rosina Lhevinne.
Students of the city's high
4ehools and Owen College have
been invited to attend the concert as special guests.

New YMCA Secy.
To Be Present
At Dinner,Friday

•

Urban League

•
Seek La. Bandits In
$16,000 Kidnap-Holdup

Suit Hits Mississippi
Public School Bias

ITCHING Torture
opped like Magic

Bias At Hotel
Keeps Welfare
Aides Out Meet

C

Don't Cut Corns
Calluses, Warts

Use New Magic Rub Off

NEED
CASH!

Marion Barnum
To Appear Here
In Concert

Leaving Keys In
Cars Aids Thieves

—Quick Loans—

44 ,

Notify Social Security
For Ccitinued Payments

•

Club Plans For
Sexing Pageant

BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
BR

Wherever the choice is
equal... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL
milk by an overwhelniing majority!

GO BY BUS

rommisummummuni
•
LEARN TO DRIVES
:
•

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

is
IIII
isi
iii
•

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

IF YOU HAVE ANY
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE

• Call:
•
•

•

•
•
a
I
•

TENN. STATE
•
DRIVING SCHOOL :
BR. 6-4121

•

a
KIIIIIIIIIIIIIRMINIIIMMIIMEIN

--II

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
.DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

'WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"

K.C.

KING COTTON
The Brand to
Reach for

K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. wilho gie Sausage
K.C. Lunch
• Meat

made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.
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Women's Day At
Mt. Pisgah CME
To Be March 17

SA'

•

The women of Mt. Pisgah
CME church at 2490 Park ave.
are making plans for Women's
Day to be observed at the
church on Sunday, March 17.
Delivering the main address
during morning worship will
be Mrs. Georgia B. Harvey,
guidance counselor at Manassas High school.
General chairman for the
day will be Mrs. Rufus Bowling.
Other committee chairmen
are Mrs. Nettie Cole, Souvenir
Booklet; Mrs. Forestine Lewis,
Program; Mrs. Estelle Morgan,
Courtesy; Mrs. Fannie Mong- WALKER SCHOOL PTA
capacity
TEA —
er, Decorations; Mrs. Geneva crowd
was present on Sunday afternoon, Feb.
Boswell, Finance; and Mrs.
3, for the annual PTA Tea for Walker EleLillie Mae Walker, chairman.
The public is invited to all mentary School, and on hand were members
of the community, parents, students and the
activities for the day.
Rev. M. L Hendricks is pas- faculty. Seen during the Tea, from right,
are Mrs. .1. Taylor. Miss A. Robinson. Charles
tor of the church.

REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE

Pulpit Speaks-- stock head — are so blinded with things and
"In the year that King Us- people that they cannot see
slab died I saw the Lord.. . God. This is largely respond-and one cried unto another ble for the current condition
and said. 'Holy. Holy, Holy, of our world.
is the Lord.'"
Today as never before our
—Isaiah 6: 1 & 3 attention must be directed to
SEEING THE LORD
those things that have real
Once again we find our- value. Not only must there be
selves in the middle of Lent. real value but a lasting value.
This time of the year as at no Our Uzziahs will one day be
other time we think in terms suddenly snatched from us.
of what the Lord has meant We will awake to find our- I
J. Pattersim, principal of the school; Mrs.
to us. In the same token of selves minus the thing In
Faye Davis, Mrs. B. Harris, Mrs. Charles J.
thinking we should be think- which we placed greatest minPatterson, Jr.. Miss D. J. Towhee!, Mrs. G.
ing what we mean to the Lord. phasis. It will be at this point
Best, Mrs. L. G. Bidden, Mrs. V. Pifer, PTA
Ar
At this point in life Isaiah that we will see as never bepresident, and Mrs. .1. C. Mickle. (Withers W
was like many of us.
fore. Not until Uzziah is mot,WEST AFRICAN VISITS FISK
Photo)
As long as Uzziah lived he ed out of our lives will our
Bernard Dune, director of Fine Arts and Research, Ministry
could not see the Lord. But blurred vision be cleared up.
of Education, the Ivory Coast, West Africa, was a recent
one day he awakened to learn Isaiah's vision was blurred.
visitor on'the Fisk university campus, and here he is seen
that the one on whom he had He could not see for looking
placed so much reliance was at Uzziah. In this day of ma- ! discussing a 1928 primitive drawing of a West African native
on display in the Fisk library with Emanuel Rousakis, Fisk
dead. It was at this point that terialism, intellectuality, soAnnual Sunrise Breakfast and noted for his culinary art. Union. Dr. H.
instructor of economics and business administration, who
his eyes were directed to other cial prestige and the like,
Clarke Nabrit
sponsored by the Baptist Train- Serving as co-chairman of is pastor of
ends.
served as his guide and interpreter. The African official is
people are prone to lose sight
the church.
Union
ing
of
First
the
Baptist
Breakfast is Miss Ramelle
During this season many of of the real things of life. In
visiting this country on a fellowship from the United
Alfredo Saffold, a senior and church Lauderdale will be pre- Eddins.
us reappraise what God ae- proportion to the fact that we
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation.
vice president of the Student sented in the church on Sunday
Other committee chairmen Too Much Togetherness
tually means to us. There is lack the real perspective on —
Council at LeMoyne, will be March 10 from 7 a.m, until are Alma Roach, finance; Mrs.
a new consciousness on the life we never are what we
•
the college's weekly chapel '9:30, and the public is invited. Dorothy Small, program; Mrs. ST. LOUIS — (UPI) —
part of God to men through- should be.
A
speaker on the morning of
According to Miss J. J. Rosa Murrell, public relations; father and his two sons took
out the world. As we meditate BLURRED VISION
March
13.
The
Rev.
Carl
BayBlackshire,
general
chairman,
Miss
Eunice
Carruthers,
we see God in an entirely new
togetherness
hosto the extreme
People with blurred vision
The congregation of the new- to join the church if they are
perspective. The suffering, can never render to their day ly - formed Lakeview Baptist'situated too distant from their singer will be the May 20 the affair will be a unique pitality; Mrs. Edna Swingler, here as all three were senspeaker. Dr. Paul Hayes of the treat for members and their decorations; and Mrs. Alberta tenced to 60 days in
death and resurrection of Je- and time the contributions of church is holding services each former churches,
the workcollege's faculty was the speak- guests, with food prepared by Triplett, hostess.
sus draws each of us a little which they are capable, It glees Sunday in its temporary toes- The pastor is Rev. C.
house on their pleas of guilty
A. lee er Wednesday morning of this John Williams, a retired chef,
Leroy
Van
Johnson
closer to reality.
to
is
direcdriving
without
contradiction
a
t
h
without
•t tion at 397 McFarland, and par- cas. His phone number is 272- week.
driver's
who is a member of the church tor of the Baptist Training license.
How tragic it is that men blurred eyes bring out uncle- ents in the area are invited tee7050.
are so concerned with other velopme hearts. The man who Sunday
school and church tier- .
things and other people that fails to see properly also has vice.
we fail to get the real impact .certain reservations as far as
Persons living in the Lakeof God upon the world. When the real interpretation of life
one realizes that God occupies is concerned. The man who is view community are Invited
During the monthly Men's
a place in our lives which can color blind can never see his
be filled by no one else but brother in the correct light.
behavior is concerned. This day observance recently feaHim we can say for sure that The person whose heart is day demands that each of us tured speaker was Jesse Bishop
God means more to us than blinded because of jealousy, see life in its real perspective. of the Morning View Baptist
anyone else,
hatred, selfishness and the With all of the social evils in church. Bishop used as his
PRAISE THE LORD
eike always interprets life in our midst, with all of the theme: "Go home and tell
Not only was it true that terms of these things. It took moral immaturity about us, them what I have done for
Isaiah saw the Lord but he the death of Uzziah and the with a very present miscon- you!" After exhausting the
heard others giving praise to singing of the angelic host to ception of right and wrong Biblical impact of the subject
Him. These angels were cry- create within the heart of Ise- each of us needs to fortify he resorted to telling of his
ing out "Holy, Holy, Holy, is iah a real interpretation of himself today as never before. Personal experiences with God.
the Lord!" We are all of us God and God's relationship to It goes without saying that
Bishop related incident after
witnesses for God. Our voices him.
,one of these days, like Isaiah, incident to which he was grateshoud be raised in praises to
As we move further into many of us will awake one ful to God and God alone for
God. Unashamedly we should this season of Lent, each one day to find Uzziah dead. We his still being here. The men of
tell the whole world what God of us needs to stop and exam- must fortify ourselves with the church are very grateful
means to us.
inc himself. This examination those things that have lasting to him for such a stirring mesUnfortunately our world is should bring about a whole value to the extent that our ,sage and it will long be rememfilled with Isaiahs. People who new outlook as far as future 'lives will be fruitful.
lbered in Riverview.
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Student To Speak
Al Chapel, Mar. (3

Local Chef To Cook Breakfast In BTU Benefit

Lakeview Baptist Invites Members

Bishop Speaks
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AMONG DEBUTANTES who will be presented this spring
are the above five high school seniors. They are, left-right:
Cherlye Diane Morris, Beverly Joyce Greene, Lois Williams,

Phoebe Weaver and Lydia Bernice Campbell (Photo By
Hooks Bros.)

•

First List Of Young Women Selected Debutantes
Memphis Alumni chapter of'Weaver and Lydia Bernice , a popular member of the Co- CAMPBELL is the daughter
Ett,e club and a senior at Ham- of Mrs. Lydia B. Campbell.'
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,'Campbell
MISS CHERLYE DIANE ilton high school. Miss Weaver A senior at Melrose high, she
beginning today and for the
MORRIS, a senior at Father plans to study science in col- belongs to the Charmettes and
next few weeks, is announcing Bertrand high
school, is the lege with the hope of becom- presently has plans of becomthe names of young women daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The. jog an instructor of science. ing a social science teacher.
who have been elected to More Morris. She is a mem- She will be escorted be Her escort will be Ernest Batten, Jr.
membership in the "1963 Deb- her of the Bondado social club Charles Branham.
a d aspires to be a physical
MISS
BERNICE
LYDIA
utantes Group." Members of
education instructor. Her es- —
the group were selected on the 'cort will be Troy King.
basis of scholastic, social, and
MISS BEVERLY JOYCE
good citizenship attainments. GREENE, daughter of Mr. and
CAN YOU USE
They will be members of the'Mrs. Julius Greene, is a senior
All Colors and Color
Kappa's 13th Annual Debu- at Hamilton high. A member
Combinations
MORE
tantes presentation and will of the National Honor Society,'
adgm tot Ushers and
Oripanixelons
be introduced at a Debutante Miss Greene plans to become
(KWH FLUNITLItE DDT.
Ball in May. This popular and'a political science instructor,
Prol, Wow Tibia
outstanding social event of the Sly:. will be escorted by WhitCA1001010 010On
ttt•
loons, Mom Avollalokt
spring season was inaugurated tier Sengstacke, Jr.
STERICK BUILDING
WIlTt 701 TUE IMAM
by Memphis Alumni chapt- r in
MISS LOIS WILLIAMS is
WHIRI IOlhS IIKI COO
1950 as a project to encourage the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
WI NUM/INTIM
SPRINSER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 M St.. N.E.slain.,.. St., S.W.
worthy achievement and re- Edward Williams and is e. stuwashiness 2,0.C. Shasta 3, $$$$$111
ward persistent efforts on the dent at Douglass high school.
part of seniors in Mid-South where sh -. is a member of the
schools.
Elite club. She aspires to be- „
Five young wom n who are come a nurse and will be esamong members of the 1963 corted by William Fleming.
Debutante group are Cheryle' MISS PHOEBE WEAVER,
Diane Morris, Beverly Joyce, who is the daughter of Mr.
Greene, Lois Williams, Phoebe , and Mrs. Alonzo Weaver, is
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

CASH?
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$1,
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When it's gift giving time or time for
,
something new for your home )ku'll
be glad you depended on valuable
Qua* Stamps!
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your Quality Stamp Gift Book.
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MCC Presents Third Annual Military Ball
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CARVER HIGH SCHOOL was represented by,
seated, left-right, Honorine Cooper. Carl
Turner, Linda Jones, Ronald Turner, Vera
Merritt and Donald Turner. Standing, Rob-

ert Watson, Annette Whittaker, Willie Wigterson, Sally Bowman, Georgia Hawkins and
Rovelle Owen. 1Staff Photos by Ernest
IVithersl.

A ROYAL HUG FOR ROYALTY: Queen Vera
Merritt is receiving a royal hug from last
year's NDCC Queen Carole Jones of Hamilton high school, who passed her crown on to

Queen Vera. At the left is Miss Helen Ann
Prudent, first alternate, at right is Miss Diana Briscoe, second alternate.

MANASSAS HIGH SCHOOL was represented by: first row, Cadet Roderick Diggs
and his sponsor, Miss Bernice Johnson. Second row, left-right—Cadets and their girl

sponsors Coby Smith, Shirley Purnell, Charles
Branham, Juanita Branch. Velma Cannon,
Eddie ‘Valsh and Norma Loftles.

D()UGLASS HIGH SCHOOL'S cadets above
are: Col. James Kincade, Granville Harris;
Capt. Charles Thomas, and Margaret Nunnally. Standing: Lt. Col. Charles Brown, Ver-

tia Washburn, Maj. McKay Eddie, Glorit
Boyd, Maj, Gene Nathanel and Gercedit
Mitchell.

•

vet'.

IIIW

•

A.
FEATURED SPEAKER at the banquet was Col. Walter
Taylor, chief of staff of the 12th V. S. Corps with headquarkthrblzafinta, Ga.

•
attendBOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOOL cadets
Miss
ing included: Seated, left-right Mai. Chester Griffin.
Buntyn.
Helen Prudent, Capt. Kenneth Porter. Capt. Sylvia
Lt. Phillip Duncan, Lt. Patricia Wortham. Standing: Mai.
Howard,
Ronald Moore, Maj. Priscilla %Vellum, Col. Aubrey

Buffkins, Maj. MadriCol. Yvonne Williams; Mai. Michael
lielen Coburn, Mai.
Col.
Et.
Poole.
Robert
('ol.
It.
lyn Cooley.
.lewell Berry
Eddie Richards, Maj. Doris Hamilton, Maj.
HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL Cadets and Girl Sponsors are:
and Maj. Gloria Flemings.
First row, left-right; Charles Graham, Carla Allen and

Jones,
Robert Wright, Second row; Ted McDaniel, Carole
Harvell Cooper and Ann Burford.

•

by the above
LESTER HIGH SC11001, was represented
Pegues,
Joseph
Lt,
1st
Tucker,
Claudette
officers: id Lt.

•
White, Capt.
2nd IA. Quincy McDonald. 2nd Lt. Booker T.
Doris Harper and ('apt. James Johnson.

NIGHT" was the imTHEY COULD HAVE DAM( ED All.
third annual
pression given by the participants in the
NI)CC of Memphis. at
Military Ball, sponsored by the
the cadets
Carver High school last Friday evening. Above are

the clty:s
and the girl sponsors they are escorting from
supplied
seven high schools with NDCC units. Music was
by Onzie Home's band.
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Strange Bedmates!!
As I review the election results of
the Young Democrats Association of
Shelby County, I'm forced to dust off
the adage "Politics make strange
bedmates" and take a fresh look at
it—because the election which took
place at the Chisca hotel last Friday
night—and continued to early Saturday morning—produced some very
strange bedmates — if not some
strange bedmates, then some strange
alignments, edged dangerously close
to intrigue.
Take the fact that Harold C.
Streibich, who terms himself a conservative, was elected president,
along with A. W. Willis, Jr., Hunter
Lane, Jr. and Leo Bearman, Jr.,
elected, respectively, first, second
and third vice president. All of the
vice presidents have lead the general public to believe that they are
"liberals."
It would appear that the "Jacksonian" boys and the "Kennedy"
boys were running on the same ticket. How come? Reportedly Conservative Streibich headed the ticket
which swept Liberals Atty. Willis,
Atty. Lane and Atty. Bearman into
office.
THAT SAME TICKET
Also on that same ticket—according to match-makers—were Royle
Barkley, Wyeth Chandler, Bob
Hawks, Mrs. Agnes Jaynes, William
F. McElroy, Jr., James McIntyre,
Roy C. Nixon, Horace Pierotti, Mrs.
Howard Richards, Mrs. Dorothyann
Scott, Atty. Russell Sugarmon, Mrs.
Maxine Smith and Henry V. Sutton.
All of the above named persons
were running for the 15-man board
of directors.
Some of the so-called "real liberals"
were running on a ticket, which by
some means—true or false—affiliated
itself with Commissioner William
Farris, who is walking, talking and
acting more and more each day like
a candidate for the mayor's office.
The time-honored grapevine said
"Farris saw the handwriting on the
wall and withdrew his ticket just before the election. Thus, giving the
David Harsh ticket and the "Sheriff's" ticket an opposition-free run.
Commissioner Farris, from the beginning, showed great political savvy
when he withdrew his "favorite" who
was opposing Atty. Willis for the first

vice president slot — Thus avoiding
open opposition between himself and
Willis who walked into office unopposed.
Lee Hyden, a lawyer, who is
regional director of the Citizens Association, cannot help but feel let
down by some of the backers of his
ticket. He was opposing Streibich for
the presidency. Hyden, despite his
affiliation with the Citizens Association still terms himself a "liberal"
but "not a wild one."
Great surprise was expressed by a
great number of interested persons at
Mrs. Maxine Smith, executive director of the local NAACP chapter, and
widely known for "liberal" movements, finds herself in an organization headed by a "Jacksonian" conservative. Ditto is being said about
Atty. Hunter Lane, Atty. Willis and
Atty. Sugarmon. I feel sure there is
a reason. I would like to hear it.
It will be very interesting to see
how well the "Jacksonians" and the
"Kennedys" get along under the same
roof. The Kennedys will read the
Dixiecrats out of the family. The
Jacksonians will oppose it. "Kinfolk,
you know."
James Irwin, chairman of the
Democratic Executive Committee for
Shelby County, has publicly admitted
that "factionalism" has already reared its ugly head in the club, his brainchild.
However, despite, or better yet—
"in spite of" alignments in political
philosophies, a good, sincere, Young
Democrats club is needed in this area.
It could be of invaluable service in
our efforts to remove every vestige of
the corrupt political domination which
has crippled the political life of this
community for so many years.
The Young Democrats association
will not find it an easy task to readily
convince the general public that it is
sincere in its efforts to live-up to its
"pronouncements" because of the
image left by the last group to establish a "Young Democrats' club here
some 10 or 15 years ago. In other
words, first, this club must live down
the past of the other "Young Democrats," which — according to local
politicians with long accurate memories—"was no more than a tool for
unsavory politicians."
In the meantime it will be interesting to watch the actions of the
"conservative" and the "liberals."

Africa's White Settlers
Urgent pleas for a fair deal for the
white population of central and eastern parts of Africa have been echoing
'round the British Parliament.
Representatives of the African
people themselves are prominent in
London these days as Britain wrestles
with the problems of giving independence to Kenya and to the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
The view is often expressed in continental circles that the African case
is today being far more fully presented to the world than is that of
the white settlers.
Both the House of Commons and
the House of Lords have sought to
remedy this in debates on the emancipation of Africans in Kenya, Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland. In the
upper chamber some Conservative
peers cheered the Marquess of Salisbury as he warned of the efforts of
handing over British settlers t o
"primitive men avid for power."
Five years ago Salisbury, who
looks more like a dog-catcher than a
peer, was probably the most powerful man in the Conservative Party.
It was his advice above that of all
others which prompted Queen Elizabeth to call on Harold Macmillan
instead of R. A. Butler to succeed Sir
Anthony Eden (now Lord Avon) as
Prime Minister in January, 1957.
But in this speech in the House of
Lords, Lord Salisbury taunted Prime
Minister Macmillan for giving way
too fast to African nationalism.
He insisted that the British government's duty was to insure the
orderly transfer of power. He warned
of a dark and dangerous prospect for
Kenya if Brithin surrendered its responsibilities for Europeans and for
those Africans who trusted Britain
to look after their rights and wellbeing.
But speaking for the British god;

ernment, Marquess of Lansdowne,
Minister of State for Colonial Affairs, said there could be no undue
delay in giving effect to the agreements on Kenya's path to self-government and independence which
were reached in London, last spring.
A more cheerful view of Kenya's
future was conveyed by another Conservative peer, the Earl of Portsmouth. He spoke as a Kenya farmer
of 15 years' standing. He told the
House of Lords he intended to stay
in Kenya because he had been very
happy there.
He believed there was a future in
Africa for whites. He believed this
was a great challenge for them. He
told his fellow peers there were
more good men than bad men in
Kenya. And also he most certainly
did not belive in escapism.
But Lord Salisbury's diatribe has
aroused bitter reaction among African leaders who shared the assumption that white folk have a place and
vested interests in Africa. It was
stupid for an influential member of
the House of Lords to refer to African leadership as primitive men avid
for power just at the time when that
leadership was removing all the roadblocks to peace and co-existence with
the former colonial masters.
We support, without anguish, the
thesis that the white settlers have
rights of residency in Africa that can
be defended on grounds of earned
equity and protracted identity. Whatever may have been their colonial
sins, there are plenty of them, much
has been done by them through their
technical skills and industrial knowhow that might not have been accomplished by the natives alone. Let
Africa be ruled by Africans, but let
them not commit the unpardonable
error of destroying their white links
to Western civilization apd knowledge.

JACKIE ROBINSON

JFK Party FailedTo Make
Up For Civil Rights Lag
SUPPOSE YOU had a next - door
neighbor who built an obstruction in front
of his home so you couldn't pass by on
the public road.
Suppose you raised sand with your
neighbor, objecting that his action was
not only un-neighborly but also illegal.
Suppose you pointed out that the barrier
your neighbor had built made it necessary
for you to walk or drive a roundabout way
to get to town or to go to the doctor or to
take your' children to school.
Suppose your neighbor smiled at you,
exchanged all the normal courtesies—but
refused to remove the obstruction.
Then suppose this sat* neighbor invited you to a big, lavish -party at which
you were supposed to join in with a lot
of others, who lived in the same neighborhood and dramatize -that you are all
good neighbors living in.a line, democratic
neighborhood.
Would you go to the party?
And—if you did go—would you be able
to suppress your honest feelings about the
hyprocrisy of the situation?

Most Prominent Neighbor
RECENTLY, the President of the United States tendered a reception marking
observance of the Emancipation Proclamation. He invited hundreds of civil rights
leaders, among them many prominent Negroes.
Now, President Kennedy is the most
prominent neighbor we have in this American community. In fact, he is the blockcaptain of all the streets in America.
In all fairness to him, Mr. Kennedy
did not build any barriers which makes
it necessary for the Negro people to take
the long way around to try to reach the
broad highway of equal justice and human
dignity.
But — Emancipation Centennial not
withstanding—there are many formidable
barriers standing in the way of the Negro's progress. One of the greatest barriers is Rule 22 of Congressional procedure
which allows unlimited debate — the filibuster. This legislative gimmick has been
responsible for many decades for the defeat of desperately needed civil rights.
We repeat—President Kennedy did

not build this barrier.
But President Kennedy and Vice President Johnson failed to lift one finger to
get rid of it.

Pledged Rights Action
THEY FAILED to do so in spite of the
fact that they were elected to the highest
offices in the land—on a platform which
pledged dramatic action on civil rights.
They failed to do so despite the fact
that Candidate Kennedy told the American people in Los Angeles on September
9, 1960:
"When our next President takes office in January, he must be prepared to
move forward on three broad fronts—as
a legislative leader, as Chief Executive
and as a moral leader. . . . A bill embodying all of the pledges of the Democratic
platform will be among the first orders of
business when a new Congress meets in
January."
As a legislative leader, Mr. Kennedy
has achieved much of what he desired to
achieve in a Congress dominated by his
party.
He has achieved nothing — and has
fought for nothing—in the area of civil
rights legislation.

Beautiful Statements
HE HAS made beautiful statements
and fine appointments, but he has failed
to lend the great legislative executive and
moral weight of the Presidency to the just
cause of bringing about laws to help make
the Negro a first-class citizen.
I am not saying that the Negro leaders
who attended the big White House party
should have snubbed the President.
That would have been impolite.
I just hope they are not having the
wool pulled over their eyes; not being
flattered into forgetting that it is just as
un-neighborly to cooperate with the existence of an unjust barrier as it is to build
one.
I was not invited to Mr. Kennedy's
party. Perhaps it is just as well that I
wasn't. I might have wanted to ask our
President some questions.
And I guess that would have been impolite.

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

One of the biggest and most significant
news stories ever to come out of the South,
broke last week in Memphis.
.0
It was he announcement that a group
has been formed in Memphis to establish
a Sickle Cell Anemia Fund.
Now, at first sight that doesn't seem
such "big" news. But, let's let_klittle history help us.
Sickle Cell Anemia is a little understood disease . . . which is mysteriously
peculiar to Negroes. Practically no one
suffers from it but Negroes. Untold thousands have died from it—and still do!
1,1
Now, it's realized that most folk wouktnot like to think of any disease as being
"peculiar" to any given set of people. But
their prejudices or views, notwithstanding, there are diseases which attach to
certain peoples more than it does to other
groups.
YELLOW FEVER
For instance, white Memphians were
more susceptible to the yellow fever germ
than Negroes back in the days when yellow fever almost wiped out Memphis.
White citizens died by the thousands.
Only a few Negroes fell victim to the contagious killer. Most of them remained on
the scene to tend the sick, bury the dead,
and police what was left of the towna
population.
r
So, the conclusion here is that different
groups, like different individuals, are mo
susceptible to certain diseases than others.
That's the case with Sickle Cell Anemia
and Negroes.
It was first discovered as being peculiar
to the race sometime during the latter
part of the last century. The discovery
was made by a European scientist. Only
a very few American doctors ever learned
much about the disease until rather recently.
LIKE TB
Sickle Cell Anemia has no known cure.
In fact, in many instances doctors made
wrong diagnoses . . . calling the ailment •
tuberculosis when finishing an examination. One reason for this is that Sickle
Cell Anemia works in a slow and deadly
manner, just like tuberculosis. It has
many or most of the same physical effects on a victim. Noting such symptoms,
and being unacquainted with the largely
unknown Sickle Cell Anemia, doctors
were prone to make the mistake of ordering treatment for tuberculosis instead oil,
the real complaint. And that would
just like treating a patient for hepatitis;
when it was really the flu.
3;•
In the case of Sickle Cell Anemia there
can't be too much blame placed againtr
the doctor. Too little is known about:.:
Sickle Cell Anemia. Medical schools can't
teach much about it. There is no known
cure for the disease. It is primarily confined to Negroes.
FOR THAT DINNER
That's why it's such big news that a
group of interested Memphis citizens . . .
and mostly informed Negroes, if you
please . . . have set out to wake up the
community about this hidden scourge.,
The first information about Sickle Cell
Anemia the "Shadows" gained was from.,
a Negro laboratory technician, Mr. James
Childs, of E. H. Crump and John Gaston
Hospital. He told of the intense interest
of a white doctor at the hospital, Dr.
W. Diggs, who was and is intensely AP
terested in the strange disease. As a scientist Dr. Diggs would, no doubt, like to
render humanity a°service by providing
more facts about this largely unknowot
disease. As a humanitarian . .. along wilt%
other humanitarians, like this group of
interested Negro citizens who are sponsoring the move to raise funds for further
research on the subject, he sees an obvi-^
ous need of a people.
It takes money to provide doctors aril':
scientists with the time and equipment
to study the disease. That's why every
vocal person in the community ought to
urge support for the Sickle Cell Anemia
Fund Kick-Off Dinner scheduled at the
Universal Life Insurance Company Auditorium Friday night at 7:30. Every Negro
who can talk ought to call Mrs. Maurice
Fowler at Express 8-3927 and make reservations for that dinner. That'll be firstclass citizenship at work. Now, whatchu-

be

ALFRED DUCKETT

'We Want Our Freedom Now'
A GREAT MANY well-intentioned
white Americans find it hard to understand why the Negro has an urgency for
his long nightmare of segregation, discrimination and injustice to be ended tomorrow morning at 9.
I shall never forget a story told me by
a clergyman friend who was active with
forces in the Harlem community seeking
solutions for de facto segregation in New
York City schools—a segregation brought
about mainly because of residential segregation patterns.
No one expected New York City's
Board of Education to settle the problem
overnight. But, for some time, the Board
refused even to admit that there was a
problem. My clergyman friend and other
concerned citizens were in the process of
educating the Board to a fact of life; that
an issue will not go away if you ignore it.

Series Of Conferences
DURING THIS indoctrination a series
of conferences were set up between board

officials and responsible Harlem spokesmen. Most of the members of the community group knew each other quite well,
having worked together on the matter for
some time.
One morning, as these articulate, highly-respected Negro leaders collected in an
ante-room at Board of Education headquarters, they were joined by a stout, matronly-appearing woman who none of them
recognized.
To them, the arrival looked like a domestic on her day off. Oh, a neatly-dressed, well-mannered domestic, to be sure.
My minister friend and several other
members of the Harlem delegation sensed
that the unidentified lady seemed to be
getting less and less comfortable. They
might have suspected that her corset was
maladjusted or perhaps that she was realizing she had no right to be there.
For, suddenly, to the Jaw-dropped
amazement of everyone in the conference
room, the stouOuninvited lady arose from

the back row chair in which she had been
fidgeting. She strode swiftly to the desk
of the top board official in the room and
pointing her finger at him, smack in the
middle of one of his polite speeches, she
said:
"Mister, you told my grandmother and
my grandfather to wait—and they waited."
She continued.
"You told my mother and my father
to wait—and they waited." Her voice took
on a crescending throb.

No More Waiting
"YOU TOLD ME to wait—and I didn't
have no more sense than to wait. . But
Mister," and now the hands were on the swelling hips, the rich voice was trembling
not as much in anger as with a welling W
determination, "I got a daughter, four
years old. And I don't intend for her to
wait. Mistier, what we want is out freedom
now..
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'Lena Home Bids Farewell To Night Clubs
By MORTON COOPER
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NEW YORK — One morning five years a)I sat
in a Miami Hotel with singer Abbey Lincoln, who was

Unwinding after her third show in The Roulette Room.
We were joined by another pretty singer tvho that
season was every bit as popular as Abbey.
"Let's face it." ale second vocalist announced, after a
lengthy immodest monologue about her own talents as a performer. "There are only two real singers around: Lena and me."
Keeping a straight face, Abbey Lincoln inquired. "Lena
who?"
. (Let it be added, incidentally, that the wry Abbey Is doing
just fine today. whereas no one knows the whereabouts of the
other young lady who had Lena-ed over backwards to compare
erself with The Horne of Plenty).
I'd waited five years to relate this story to Lena Horne, and
got the chance when I visited her in her Manhattan suite at
The Waldorf-Astoria. She is appearing twice nightly at the Wald/In-Vs lanpire Room. As is customary, not even standing room
is available, and with good cause: her 40-minute turn is pure,
uninterrupted electricity. Columnist Bob Sylvester has explained that electricity this way: "She is probably the only woman
in the world who can turn her back squarely to you and still
force you to listen to every note she sings."
Miss Horne and her musical arranger husband, white-goateed, soft spoken Lennie Hayton, were in their spacious living
room, absorbed in the last few minutes of President Kennedy's
televised press conference. To say that she is beautiful is a bit
like saying Babe Ruth could play baseball. She is downright
flawleaa. She wore a kerchief around her head (it was 4 P.M.
and her hairdresser was expected in a few hours to get her ready
for the evening's first show) and she wore next to no makeup.
She was dressed entirely in black: sweater, slacks, slippers.
socks. She was wearing smoked glasses.
ALLERGY TO EYE MAKEUP
Switching off the television set the indicated the games
LENA HORNE
Aind smiled. "This isn't the movie queen bit," she explained.
WAfter all these years, I've developed an allergy to eye makeinvolved in television here. although I've been ofseriously
get
up. I'm puffy and swollen around the eyes and, except when
fered a juicy part on 'The Defenders' that I like. What I'd love
I'm performing, I'll have to wear these things for a couple of
would be a show on a stage in which something is said about
days."
world and Our tinie. And there are splendid writers around
our
She appreciated the Abbey Lincoln story, but she made no
for that. James Baldwin, for instance. is a great new writer. He
comment beyond a rather embarrassed laugh. You have read
could give me something to sing or talk that would have a heck
reams of copy about the assertive Lena Horne, the lady who
of a lot more meaning and moment than I could get from somehas thrown silverware at the white man she overheard slurring
one out of Tin Pan Alley.
her race, the lady who was one of the very first performing artFLUFF'
'PLEASANT
ists to insist on non-discrimination claims in her Southern
"'Jamaica' had its rewards." she conceded,"but it was fluff,
contracts, the lady who has closely identified with speaking out
although pleasant fluff. I wouldn't want to do another neverforcefully for civil rights. Yet she is touchingly shy and extranever land fairy tale like that. Nor am I interested in doing an
ordinarily modest about herself. When she was starring in
extreme protest play.
singlehandedly,
and
—
back
a
years
few
Broadway
on
"Jamaica"
"Have you seen that marvelous British revue, 'Beyond The
bringing in the customers because the show itself was a dreary
That kind of thing would truly appeal to me — a satiriFringe'?
affair — director Robert Lewis stated. "Lena's a self-castigator.
cal show filled with wit, sarcasm, and yet bite. a show that enI have to uncastigate her every night. Why one who combines
tertains and simultaneously says things of value. I like the size,
every quality should question herself so, I'll never know. She's
the style, the format of 'Beyond the Fringe.' It isn't even imperahours.
24
shines
she
and
long
day
all
glamorous. She's beautiful
tive that the type of show I have in mind deal exclusively, with,
Talent? No contest.
the fight for civil rights in America. Read the papers. The
say.
"Yet you have to build her confidence. She wants to kill
that all those Africans poured out of Bulgaria this week
fact
herself when she Makes a mistake. She's never given a bit of
that everybody's got problems."
trouble a star can give. On opening night in Philadelphia her indicates
Although agreeing that cabaret work has always been lucraimprovised.
stuff,
into
herself
pinned
She
ready.
weren't
clothes
revealed that she never really enjoyed R.
-ver a beef, not a word. Another star wouldn't have gone on. tive, Miss Horne
performers live for that spotlight," she acmany
great
"A
he would have said, 'All right, boys, whenever you're ready!
all for them. But I'd merely stand out
I'm
"and
knowledged,
Lena didn't even know she was allowed to complain."
sing and come off thinking, 'It's just a job. And so
and
there
QUITS FOR GOOD
When I started out, it was only out of necessity. The only
• Though she has made motion pictures and has been a what?'
like money is that it can get me on a boat and take me
I
reason
television,
and
stage,
legitimate
reigning star on records, the
And, of course, it got my two children graduated
somewhere.
the
Mips Horne's name has been most closely associated over
college.
from
past 20 years with night clubs. She could continue forever in
night clubs. But, she has said she's finally had it. After April "ALL BODY"
There's
"But I was never psychologically attuned to clubs.
5th she will quit night clubs for good.
the performer feels in clubs. A cabaret
loneliness
tremendous
a
trivia
singing
"when
explained.
she
"There comes a time"
kind of show business in the world. It's so —
in cabarets doesn't add up to a hill of beans. You look around, is the most exposed
There's whiskey, there's sex, there's somebody.
all
it's
physical,
you see all the excitement of present-day events, you see all the
only when people are drinking in a
experienced
people wholeheartedly giving of themselves to improve social thing that's
time. There are so many ways they look
conditions, and you realize how unimportant singing all this club and having a good
disciplined. It's too personal
at you, and their emotions aren't
nonsense is.
medium.
a
"On April 5th I'll close at The Latin Casino in Camden,
sensitivity, you almost
"If you have a certain amount of
New Jersey, and that's it. We'll go to London for a series of TV
of familiarity they
feeling
that
to
them,
to
close
specials that will take about 6 months. After that, I'll be free resent being so
you and them.
between
be
should
theatre
arid ready to take on some assignment with meat to its bones. have. Some sense of
mercy of their thoughts. A club is too
the
at
you're
Otherwise,
I'd
that
doubt
I
yet.
quite
know
don't
I
"What assignment?
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6th State
Chicagoan Serves As Assistant 'Ohio
To Ratify Ban
Communications Officer In Fleet

COLUMBUS, Ohio — (UPI)
— The Ohio General Assembly ratified a proposed U.S.
Constitutional amendment to
Japan.
Yokosuka,
and
Hawaii;
classroom
prohibit taxes on voters in
A Chicago naval officer asea or specialized
Lt. Benford joined the Fleet federal elections.
Is the Assistant Commu- sessions ashore.
headquarCommand
shakeTraining
Included is underway
The unanimous vote in the
nications Officer at the
1961.
and pre - commissioning ters in April,
state Senate makes Ohio the
headquarters of a unique down
Dunbar
of
graduate
1956
A
retraining of Rua...ships and
sixth state in the union to
U.S. Pacific Fleet ComSchool, the 25-year-old of- ratify the amendment. Thirtyfresher training for older ones. High
Adfrom
graduated
/nand.
was
ficer
three states are required to
The fleet training command
Blinkety Bull
He is Lt. Eddie Benford, son also provides training to many ams State College, Alamosa, ratify the amendment for appenthe
Johnnie
entered
Mrs.
He
and
—
1960.
Mr.
in
Calif.
of
Cola,
VALLEY,
GRASS
proval.
foreign nations under the
Pkwy.
Navy in July of the same year
CUPD — Pacific Gas & Electric ford, of 404 Winneconna
The Ohio House approved
U. S. Military Assistance Proat
forthe
of
commission
husband
the
is
solved
his
earned
He
have
and
Co. electricians
it earlier.
gram. To date, the program
School
of
Candidate
Cunningham,
o
Officer's
mystery
Dorothy
the
mer
-long
the month
has involved the training of
Newport, R. I.
blinking lights here each sun- San Diego, Calif.
destroyer escort, minesweeper In
For Hire: One Brain
at
stationed
is
Benford
Lt.
down.
crews
type
amphibious
and
S.
U.
the
of
LONDON — (UPS — This
headquarters
checkthe
Smith
Bill
Foreman
Togetherness
navies.
Com- from 25 foreign
modest ad appeared on the
ing lines on a ranch saw a Pacific Fleet Training
training com- BRUNSWICK, Maine —
the
this,
do
To
comfront page of the Times of
black bull saunter from a mand. which is a major
mand has a program of 12 (UPI) — Identical twins Elaine
pasture, stop beneath a guy ponent of the mighty Pacific training activities. Eight of and Lorraine Yambor, 22, be- London:
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As far back as Nell could
"A genius—two universities,
wire attached to a power pole fleet, but has no ships perman- these, in conjunction with its lieve in togetherness.
-emember, she wanted to •
masters seven languages, some
—and mightily scratched its ently assigned to it.
hospital
a
in
in
are
surrounded by camelliNs.
located
sisters
The
are
headquarters,
however,
difficult
be,a writer. When she was .
back. The power lines on the The command does,
recovering with of most ancient and
, BEAUTY ABOUT
train- San Diego, Calif. 'The others where each is
a girl growing up, she was ,
pole wobbled and twanged govern the operational
in . . . Now offers on hire his
injured
leg
left
CAMELLIAS
broken
and
San
a
Beach
Long
in
lights ing of the men abroad the fleet are
brain and personality.
encouraged to write. But
"The beauty about camel- and back in town the
Harbor,Iseparate skiing accidents.
ships, whether it be training Francisco, Calif; Pearl
he things she wrote were not
has," the novelist said, "is that blinked.
eXCeptionally good.
they grow themselves."
Even after she grew-up, Nell
Switching to the racial clues•
,ai
still wanted to write. But it
tion, the author explained,
,-.vas not until after she had t
"The population of our coonspent five years working in the
ty, Monroe, is about 60 per
department
reservation
cent Negro and 40 per cent
British Overseas Airways did O
white. There are very few rashe decide to write in earnest.
cial problems in Monroeville."
Nell quit her job and return"There is no purpose in ated to her home in Monroeville,
tacking any system in the
Ara. A small town, MonroeSouth," Miss Lee felt. "The
due's nearest cities of any
purpose of the trial and its
warned, "If we
note are Mobile and M o n thas been a tremendous Cheatham
aftermath in 'To Kill a Mock'board said Cheatham was letichance to take the principal- There
people off of
these
years
in
25
get
A mery, both 100 miles away,
COFIELD
don't
last
ERNESTINE
the
By
what
for
on
comment
a
is
ingbird'
HARPER LEE
go because he was "t00 pro'I ship examination any Place but void
Cheatham
is goMuhammad
education,"
hap.
can
Elijah
what
and
literacy
happened
NOVEL
relief,
permit outsiders to
ex-principal, who gressive" and because he tookhere. You
An
explained.
Few persons had heard of log novel i • autobiographical, pen in the South. It is part of
clean up. This is the area
said.
to
he
ing
exam,"
the
registration
take
voter
Negro
in
part
stupeople," he
Monroeville until after Nell's Miss Lee explained, "I choose one's existence in that day. wanted to prove to his
I Passing the examination, "A generation of
(the underprivileged) where
drives.
first novel, "To Kill A Mock- the situation because it is very, "It is possible for the main dents that a Negro could
continued, "who haven't had
work
to
hired
was
with
Cheatham
disgusted
Thoroughly
complete:they are most powerful."
ingbird" was published in 1960. familiar to me."
'events to take place in the be a success in the mainin his present job before being the opportunity to
rearing A bachelor, Cheatham was
Monroeville and Maycomb The setting for "To Kill A:South today," the author said. stream of American life, is education, Cheatham came to
principal. He start- their education, are
atco-ordinator for a new adult Chicago after leaving Sayan. placed as a
the born in Philadelphia, and
were soon being identified Mockingbird" is in a southern INTEGRATION
by
ed with the program in May, children not touched educa- tended the public schools there.
nah.
education experiment.
their
with hometowns all over the town and involves a white girl PROGRESSING
complete
his
1962 and continued until Dec. need to
vicious The coordinator received
country. And Nell, now known accusing a Negro of raping her. Commenting on racial pros'. At the personal request of I "I was through with educa31. Then. he was assigned to tion. It becomes a
Howard University, his
at
B.S.
by her middle and last names, The author said, "The book ress, she said, "Integration is Dr. Benjamin Willis, Alflorence tion and I tried to get on at
Bousfield Elementary School circle.
M.A. at Columbia and his masHarper Lee, had suddenly sky- was well received in the Progressing fast enough in the Cheatham, 35, on January 1st, O'Hare Airport as a labour."
"You get to feeling if you
as a principal.
education at Harvard.
rocketed into national fame. South."
south on the face but not un- took over the job of co-ordina- ,NEED IN CLASSROOM
educa- ters in
He was there only two weeks'can provide a complete
rehabiat
educational,
in the Marines in
the
days
of
tor
integration
served
three
spending
He
Token
derneath.
After
over
all
from
letters
and
"I get
adults, the sights
Already working on a secassistC ook the airport without being hired, before Willis called him back tion for
from people saying 'I remem- ond book, Harper said it does in the schools mean nothing litation program for
children World War II. He was
their
of
aspirations
this
position,
former
Cento his
the job ant supervisor in the U.S.
ber that old lady, she lives in not have a racial angle and it at all because you have chil- County Department of Public Cheatham worked for a month
feel
I
raised.
be
will
Cheatco-ordinator.
as
time
with the as a social caseworker.
D.
my hometown.' It apparently will probably take another dren still going to segregated Aid in cooperation
import- sus Bureau in Washington,
more
be
would
have
I
the
between
liaison
ham is
Bainbridge,
Board of Education.
schools.
hit home," the author related, year to finish.
"I was a good caseworker. I evening school principals in ant than being principal," the C. and taught in
Cheatham in 1961 told the learned a lot. I began to unthe Negro
Ga. A member 'of Alpha Phi
In Chicago to promote the Asked hem she felt when she "The situation of
co-ordinator pointed out.
Harper con- student at Sol C. Johnson High derstand the problem and it the ten centers and ties togethAlpha Fraternity, Cheatham
a
is
movie that has been made of received the Pulitzer Prize, she i n the South,"
illiteracy
school
said
night
welfare
"Kennedy
the
er
"is getting better and School in Savannah, Ga. where became more real to me,' he
said, "I don't have time for a
her Pulitzer Prize-winning no- replied, "I heard I had receivedtinued'
eliminated.
be
night
must
regular
the
and
that
program
, blight
The Negro he had served for three years •
hobby."
11
d
vel, Harper Lee, in a heavily it with a feeling of general better a thetime,
me,
orearam.
'Illiteracy is a big problem rein my hometown is better off as prin7ipal that a Negro could
wasalal
neaerviseridl,o‘heand
aH
te
talking NEED FOR ADULT
accented Southern drawl, talk. numbness."
person
while
one
But
day,
a
whether
of
gardless
than he was 30 years ago. The be a success at anything if he
Dupont Science
Kill A
recinient, it EDDCATION
of her book, :Toed
welfare
a
to
white.
or
black
is
sterhe.1 it.
A hardworker while writing, situation still isn't ideal but Work-d
of his expenses were paid.
Mockingbird," and conditions
struck ibe ex-principal that he The 10 schools with evening
continued,
educator
Miss Lee explained that she It's certainly better."
TOO PROGRESSIVE
class room. classes are Carver, Hyde Park, The
To any student. who will Mtthe
needed
in
,n the South.
was
been
hasn't
straight
school
works for about five
"Adult education
The 36-year-old author, who The principal and his
Cheatham insists, "Stay
substitute
job
a
for
applied
He
Grace
LL
Phillips,
en,
Englewood.
Major
three.
days and then takes off
attention
explored extensively.
national
is single, W PR educated at received
with those books. Take all the
teaching. Back in the class Presbyterian Church, Cooley,
Although she dislikes mak- „I go in a circle—from my
A
WE
not
are
houses
PUblieRtion
Huntingdon College in Mont- when the Chatham County room again, Cheatham decided
competitive exams you can bejog personal appearances. Har- work table to the coffee pot to
Waller, Crane and
(ornery, Ala, and the Universi- Board refused to renew his to take the examination for Lakeview,
aware of the problem and have cause there is a place in the
'per said, "I'm so delighted bed. I don't like interruptions
Manley.
ty of Alabama. Although golf contract and some 1,046 stuproper books for mainstream of American life
with the film, I'd like to exprincipal.
"As an educator!' I felt a not designed
but I don't mind noise."
is her favorite hobby, shv finds dents boycotted three schoolS.
for you."
education.
atitilts."
adult
for
need
preps it shy way I can."
great
the
A spokesman for the school "I ,would not have had
sis- little time for it,
Denying that her best-sell- She liVes with an older

Wovelist Harper Lee Sees Dixie \
RacialProgress NotFastEnough'

Former Dixie Principal Now Teaches
Rader Illiterates in Chicago
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exposing, especially if you're a private person, as I am. Maybe guess everyone procrastinates. Even if you have to take a dose
It's different for a male performer. All I know is that I haven't of medicine, you wait till the time seems most comfortable,
"Lennie and I had no trouble. The only thing we fight about
been so happily married, I might've taken The Pill or just foris musk. He hates singers who cloud up arrangements. and I
gotten about show business a long time ago."
Lena traced her sensitivity back to her childhood: "I lived hate arrangers who cloud up singers. Otherwise, we're poor main Florida when I was between 6 and 12. I lived in back -alley terial for scandal seekers. We hit it off well. My kids have never
Macon. Georgia, with dirt poor people. This sensitivity develop- been arrested, I'm on speaking terms with my family, and I've
ed from three factors: I was alone, I was a girl, and a Negro. never been in a sanitarium for drinking or taking done."
IA•na has never truckled to white cabaret bosses. At a time
I'd always had a personal thing about being alone. I was born
in Brooklyn. My parents were divorced when I was three. I al- when other Negro stars performed on plush Miami Beach hotel
ways wanted to be with my mother, but she suffered from rheu- stages and then dressed to go back to colored hotels, Lena was
matism and had to move to Florida. I was raised by my grand- offered the same deal, at an aatromical salary. "My position."
Parents. It was a gentle upbringing; my grandmother never she said, "was, if they want me they pay me and they treat me
right. I told Harry Mufson of the Eden Roc on the Beach that
raised her hand to me once.
when I finish a show at 4 in the morning, I'm wet I'm tired,
STARTS IN CHORUS
"When I was in my teens, my mother came back to New I'm ready for sleep, and I'm damned if I'll traipse off to a hotel
York with a new husband. a Cuban who spoke very little English. room farther away than necessary. I also told him that if he
She was still ill. I left my grandparents to be with her, and we wanted me, there would be no discrimination at the door; if
moved to Brooklyn. I was going to Girls' High but I quit and Negroes wished to see my show, they oouldn't be barred just
because they were Negro.
went to work to help support her.
"I got my way not through storming and raging but. I like
"We never thought of anything but show business because
my mother had been in the theatre. She took me up to the Cot- to think, because this good man had simply never been apton Club and they put me in the chorus. Those were some days; proached this way before. The Eden Roo was the only hotel I'd
the club was still being run by hoods and we girls made very play in Miami Beach. As I understand, that non-racial policy is
little money. I was still under age, hiding out from the truant in permanent effect there now."
officers. My mother didn't want me in that atmosphere and she MOVIE ROLE OFFERS
During her and Hayton's frequent trips to Europe ("The
or my stepfather would come with me every night. One night
they pushed my stepfather's head in the toilet because they British audiences are wonderful, partly because they're most
accustomed than we to applaud, to respond: if it's possible, the
didn't want him around.
"I got married young and had two babies. Gail and Edwin. Swedes are even more so"). Miss Horne has been offered a numMy family wouldn't speak to my first husband because he was ber of interesting roles in interesting movies. She was asked
Negro and they wouldn't speak to my second husband because why she invariably turned each of them down.
"It was largely financial," she answered,"at least for as long
he was white.
"I did some night club work downtown and then made as I saw myself active in night club work. We have a manager.
some movies for MGM. starting in 1942. In those pictures I three musicians, a maid and a hairdresser on the payroll who
'oohed good and I stood up against a wail and sang and sang, are paid week in and week out. We would naturally have had to
but I had no relationship with anybody else. Mississippi wanted meet that payroll if I got involved in anything other than night
its movies without me. It was an accepted fact that any scene I clubs: the payroll plus their hotel rents,
"But now that I'll be getting out of cabarets, my responsidid was going to be cut out when the movie played the South,
so no one bothered to put me in a movie where I talked to any- bilities will be primarily to my family and to myself." Reminded
body. where some thread of the story might be broken if I were again that she will indeed no longer have to play clubs again.
cut. I had no communication with anyone. I began to feel de- she rose from her couch and paced happily. "Oh, the freedom!"
she declared. "Do you know the only reason I've worked at the
pressed. wasted emotionally,
Waldorf and at the Fairmont in Los Angeles? Because they gave
"BELIEVED IN"
"For years I didn't believe I could sing. Then I met Lennie, me one night off a week! When I worked at the Copacabana
who Was a musical director at MGM, and I went through this here in New York, I worked three shows a night, seven nights a
psychological problem of falling in love with a man people said week." Her sculptured hands outstretched, as if to ask. why
Dadwher headexamined.
erEh
'dunLeAvT
I shouldn't fall in love with. My people said it to me, and white shes
people said it to him. But because I married him I began to be- 'INSULATED
lieve I could sing, after all. I began to feel not only success as a
At the fireplace, Lena Horne paused and said, "It's been
ainger but fulfillment as a woman. I got out of competing with something of an insulated world for me, but there's not a day
other men and women and began to feel More feminine myself, that goes by when I don't know I'm Negro. I go out of here and
look for a taxi. The driver doesn't recognize me — I don't go
I was loved. I was believed in,
"Lennie began to do arrangements for me. He showed me around like a glamour puss -- and he passes me by. I know
things I could do with my voice that I'd never been allowed to what he's thinking: that I want to go uptown and he doesn't
do in movies. It's an accident of fate that he's the color he is want to make such a long trip,
"Indignities like that would make a white woman crack in
because any man with such understanding would have done
this for me,But because he's white, society made a big thing of a minute. That's why I've never been bored once in my life. I
it. It wasn't easy to make the decision to marry, but we did have this great double thing — I'm a woman and a Negro —
I.,O
h hat a moree tob
co
couldn't
my
.v elai .,
grateful"
marry and they didn't kill us. It's no longer a freak thing that and ithke
smile was
time
twopeople who are different love each other. The gratification
he
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that we can still work and be accepted in our profession is very m
emotions
past
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lives in the suburbs to do the
"Anyway," she went on, "we were lulled in France in a whole new breed, and what the oldtimers said Just isn't ai)1947. We didn't feel the hostile pressures there we would have plicable any more; the mossbacks have had their day.
"And it could only happen here, believe me!"
felt here. We didn't say anything about it for three years. I
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ASK YVETTE CHANTE:

DONALD DUCK

GLAMOR GIRLS

Wants Sincere Woman
He Can Marry Soon

THE CISCO KID
NE RAS SEE
all wNO p
[
'
SANTE:15j
'
K!

Dear Mme. Chante:
Dear Mme. Chante:
I am a gentleman 45 years Please add my name to your
old, a hard worker, a good "Lovelorn Column." I am 30
provider, and a gentle lover. years old, 6 feet 2 inches tall,
I am looking for a woman be- weight, 170 pounds, brown
tween the ages of 20-40 years, eyes and black hair. I am conweight must not exceed 165 sidered handsome.
pounds. She must be sincere I would like to correspond
because I want to marry very wtih a young woman 17-27
soon. She must exchange pho- years of age, who is interested
tos in the first letter. I will in marriage.
return my photo immediately
I will answer all letters with
after receiving hers. — Doc
photos enclosed. — Charles
Williams, 164 Monroe St.,
R. Searbrough, Kingsley Hall
Brooklyn, N.Y.
School,
Great
Barrington,
• • •
Mass.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante:
I am a Jamaican woman. I Dear Mme. Chante:
would like to correspond with I am a lonely Minister, nopan American gentleman. My ing that you can find ma a
"'—
d:spee
age is 58, I have a light brown wonderful woman with whorls Ku• reeler.* Syndicate. Inc. 1963. World righta
mernd.
complexion, 5 feet tall, weight, to correspond. I am of the
142 pounds. I am of the Bap- Pentecostal faith, and woeld
"And the little nose veil gives it an air of mystery."
tist faith. I have a quiet dis- desire a woman of the SAMC
position.
faitn, perhaps from
the
the house. He must have good Dear Mme. Chante:
I would like to correspond Church of God in Christ.
• • •
I hope that your helpful
intentions.
with a Christian-hearted man,
column can aid me in meeting* s
with
a quiet disposition. I am a medium-sized _brown I am 5 feet, 7 inches, weight
an ambitious, affectionate and
Thank you. — Christein, White, complexioned man, weigh 150 about 156 pounds. I'll be
understanding young lady.„„,;.•
35 Waltham Park Rd., Whit- pounds, height, 5 feet 6 inches, looking for a letter as I feel
Also anyone else who is sinfield Town, P.O. King, Jamai- and a native of Los Angeles. there is someqpe, somewhere.
cere • in befriending me an
I am planning to build my own
ca, B.W.I.
acquainting me with this city.
Helen Wyatt
church very soon.
• • •
I recently arrived in Chicago
419 E. 42nd St.
I would like to cerrespond
Dear Mme Chante:
to attend college the next se-`9
Chicago, Ill.
with a woman who is definitmester.
•• •
From reading your column, ely looking for a husband. She
I am a young man in my
I have noted that you have must be attractive with a fair- Dear Mme. Chante:
handsome,i
helped many lonely persons complexion. She must be a I am a Jamaican young 20's, considered
property owner, that is have lady who would like to cor- easy to make friends. I andf
find happiness. Please try to
a home and car. She must like respond with an American very understanding and in
help me.
general. I like people and
to travel with her husband in gentleman.
I am a lonely woman in ministerial work. This woman I am 19 ,years of age, my attempt to understand others'
West Tennessee Hospital. I must weigh between 140-160 occupation is shorthand and problems.
I will answer all serious or have been a patient for 13 pounds and be between 40 and typing. My height is 5 feet, sincere replies and will gladly
50 years of age. I would try Ws inches, brown complexion,
months. I am 5 feet 5 inches to make her very happy. —
weight 134 pounds. I am a exchange photos.
Fernando Compos
tall, medium brown complex- Rev. G. W. Lankford, 514 Wil- member of the Cath3lie
General Delivery
ion, weight, 125 pounds. I am liams St., Memphis, Tenn.
Churcn.
Chicago, Ill.
• ••
I promise to answer all let39 years old and my hobbies
*
•
Chante:
ters and exchange photoare cooking, reading and clean Dear Mme.
Chante:
Dear
Mme.
I am a young G.I. of 25 years graphs received.
sports.
I am 29 years of age, male,
of age. I am stationed on this
Gloria Robinson
I am a Christian woman and lonely island on the shores of
5 feet, 9 inches tall, skin
Alley P.O.
would like a Christian gentle- Guam
brown. I am a patient in the
Clarendon Vere
V.A. Hospital, very lonely.
man to correspond with me. I collect Christmas cards,
Jamaica West Indies
I am interested in meeting a ,
He must be between the ages like dancing, modern jazz.
•••
sincere lady friend, age 25
of 35-50. I will answer all I also collect jazz records as Dear Mme. Chante:
letters, and will exchange a hobby. I would like very
I hereby inform you that to 40.
,
I am from Kansas City„.,
photos with the first letter. much to hear from young I am a Jamaican girl who is
Thank you. — Mrs. Corean women from 21 to 27 who are intersted
in corresponding Kans.; member of the Conac „,.,
Davis, 842 Jefferson Ave., West interested in jazz music and with an American male. I am Air Force Reserve of Denver, ,0
Tennessee Hospital, Memphis, the Fine Arts.
25 years of age, five feet, four Headquarters A.F.B. I do not
Charlie I. Dudley
Tenn.
inches tall, weighing 126 know anyone in the city of .6
• •
Chicago. I would enjoy corHq. Det. 25th Inf.
pounds.
Div. Trains.
I am light complexion, responding with anyone interDear Mme. Chante:
APO 25
otherwise, cocoa brown col- ested and would be delighted
I wish to correspond with
to have them visit me in perSan Francisco, Calif. our with lovely teeth.
a Mexican gentleman between
•• •
The male I would desire is son if so desired at the hosthe ages of 29-31. He must be
about the age of 25-30, tall and pital. Please feel free to do so Ap
serious, honest and consider- Dear Mme. Chante:
You have helped so many, of a dark complexion. He for I am lonely and am ik a
ing marriage.
maybe you can help me. I am must be educated, loving and strange city.
I am an American woman,
interested in meeting nice.
I will answer ll letters and
3p years old, brown complex- aa widow
man in his 50's, about 5'9" I am a very nice, respectful, exchange photos at any 'time ee,.
ton, 5 feet, 3 inches tall
or 10", weight about 160 or well-cultured girl. Your earli- if requested.
I am very lonely and if you 170 pounds. This person must est reply will be highy appre- Chester L. Johnson
help me now, I will remem- want something out of life. ciated.
Veterans Research
ber you in years to come.
He must be a non-drinker,
Hospital
Cherry Cecilia White
Hailey Mae Campbell have good health and a steady
40 Belmont Road
Ward 12W
Route 2, Box 141
income. I would prefer a
Kingston 2, Jamaica
333 E. Huron St.
Independence, La.
Christian who is handy around
W.I.
Chicago II, Ill.

III
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Nmm- YOUR oresOLVECS
NOT PANCHO! I &mu_
GUNPOWDER! %NAT DID
YOu &oar AT?

vANCk0, SOOESODY &tor A
5EA4TRY BACK THERE AND
tfAVEr,O LIVES' DO YOU
:Noy ANyTNING AEOUT lr?

oN,PANcNo! M./RE A NERO A4D
A LIFESAVER, our you woNT
ADAAIT 17! ANYWAY-- GRACIAS!

"tea

ETTA KETT
WHAT Do YOU MEAN
YOu THINK ? DIDN'T
YOU WRITE IIDOWN ?

ITHINK
KNOW THE NUMBER
OF THE CAR THAT
HIT ME--

•

I.WAS AFRAID IF
(
NOETTA SAW IT SHE'D
THINK IT WAS A
GIRL'S PHONE
NUMBER!

0 g

I 44
41
Atisr Aw,

Ti-US LITTLE
COOK FELL OUT
OF'YOUR
POCKET
,r

NO PHONE NUMBERS/ IT'S
JUST F012 CAR EXPENSES
'N STUFF.'

WINGEY WALLACE!'
HOW UNROMANTIC
CAN YOU GET.f??

,

BRING METO THE
DANCE AND PUT'
DOWN TOWING
CHARGES"

aen

$10A
rC
1

'1

7

THE FLOP FAMILY
WILUF

. . .
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Mor4Eci
Fos2 qot)(2 SSete9a.1T VEEN
,tr'ACI'
"Ea,t,
ZWEErs.
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THE MUCKOV IAN
PREMIER REFUSES
TO STOP SHOOT I
ROCKETS AT YOU!

nie P/VA.t-E65 A05
'TATE 77200PER cai..z..S
THAI'S THE
woNT 136LiEvE
THIS, EaiT THa DRIVER 5E0o52 ezEctszr
CLAIMS A FLYiNG
wE VE HAP!
SAucce FORCED NM
FOLLOW LIP ON
OFF THE ROAD!
rri

.../OWEP TICALATC iN A COVVEAMONAL

MANNER AND MA5 RAMP/NM A 1
Cs /A ALOW ?Mr STR/Pav TheS
O‘ITOKiAtTO Cc

YOU ARE MY AMBASSADOR,
WASNT THERE SOMETHING
YOu COULD DO
SURE -THERE
WAS,AN' I
DID IT!

SECRET AGENT X9
THAT'5 A FuNsN
ROO ITooE5N'T
HAVE ANY
vo-leet-S !

PIP YOU SEE THAT, OH,w6L.L,iF VU'VE Gor
ENOuGH POuGs1 I GUESS
SHE MOST 66 A
HOLLYWOOD STAR. `IOU CAN WAVE cAes
THAT GUY wITH
THAT PARK THEMSELVES
I TN/Ne 1i14 GO/A0
UM IS SURE A
TO .05E OUT' ON A
STONE-FACE!
77P,TNOU6Ill

HENRY

buize and
5roocjs
ungua
alr has
been

MATS THE
THAT'S RfEiHT,'N
COMMOTION, ER-114-- OFFIMS!/AY
GENTS
FRIEND AND I
NOT A
ANYTHING
WERE HAVING
THING,
WRONG? OFFICER'
A LITTLE
AgGUMENT,,,,I
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wal.1.-UN- HOLD
IT DOWN!
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Humboldt, Tenn.
and sang with the Male ChorSCHOOL NEWS
Both Stigall High School and us. He leaves besides his wife,
the Kindergarten have been two daughters, Julia Victoria
hard hit by sickness, but in and Ida Yvonne Porter of
spite of it, a fairly good at- Humboldt: a sister, Mrs. Natendance has been maintained dine McCollum of Milan; a
With the basketball tourna- son, James Odem Porter of
ment going on, many have de- Milan. two nephews and other
fied the flu to see the games. relatives and friends.
Two games have been played
here, the Humboldt girls playing Alamo girls, and Humboldt
boys playing West High boys
of Jackson.
Stigall teams won both
games.
Contributions are still corning in for the building fund
of the school with Mrs. Ross
Bills turning in donations
FAYE WEAVER
MADGIE ARMSTRONG
from the following: Mr. and
Mrs. Andy Bills, Mrs. Florence
Wright and Mrs. Annie Mae
Soaks of St. Louis giving one
Absolutely. RICELAND
dollar each.
Other donations came from
RICE cooks perfectly
Mrs. May Boykin, Emma Wil•very time—each grain
lis, Clara Given, Dupree Clement and Mrs. Lou Docia Donfluffy, separate. tender.
..,II•'
.
.
.r
11e
aldson.
Try failure-proof
SICK LIST
a•
Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle is conRICELAND RICE
fined to St. Mary's hospital,
...please?
and is reported much better at
:
this writing. Mrs. Erma J.
Bond and Bennie Sims have
been in the hospital but are
at home now. Prof. Martin
Is
IT IS THEIR SILVER ANNIVERSARY
Croom also was hospitalized.
The
Sylvester.
son,
youngest
the
right
their
Is
At
Jr.
M.,
by
is
celebrated
being
11 M
It is their sliver anniversary that
PORTER DIES
p
.
Garrett!, are examin.ttina the silverware received for the
Mrs. D. Porter, on the facMr. and Mrs. Solomon M. Garrett at their home. 2192
II a us
ulty at Stigall high was called
anniversary.
Clayton it., on Feb. 22. At the left is their son, Solomon
to Chicago to the bedside of
MARY BLEVINS
DOROTHY GENTRY
her husband. Mr. Raymond
Porter, who was stricken while
at work and within a few days
passed. His funeral was held
Twenty-five years of mar-satin after-five formal with
at the St. James Baptist church
ried life was celebrated by Mr.!three-string pearls, silver shoes
with the Rev. J. T. Freeman
and Mrs. Solomon M. Garrett, and elbow-length gloves.
officiating. He was • faithful
2192 Clayton ave., during a Sil- Receiving gifts was Miss "What Price the Church?" Mrs. Gussie P. Young, speak- member of the church, having
A& Your more contestants are tremely active at Stigall High ver Anniversary reception at Henretta Smith, who is "Miss will be the theme of the ser- ers.
served on the Trustee board
senior.
a
is
she
where
School
Wspiring for the title of "MISS
Freshman" at Douglass High mon to be delivered at Avery
Members of the Advisory
their home Feb. 22.
She is vice president of her
PROIFESSIONAI, NURSE
Garrett, a ormer Pullman school. Host was Solomon Chapel AME church at 888 E. Committee are John X. ArBRONZE WEST TENNESSEE"
VACANCIES
class, treasurer of the N.H.A., porter, now employed by Garrett, Jr.
Mrs, For Staff Nurse Positions at Fritemen'•
Dancy,
Georgia
Mrs.
nold,
10,
March
Sunday,
on
Trigg
in
staged
in a pageant to be
president of the C.Y.F., holds Union Planters National bank, Among guests attending the
Washington. D. C . affiliated
Peter G. Crawford, Alma H obso n, James W. Hospital.
Dr.
by
University. AP Liberal
lloward
with
Jackson, Tenn., on March 22. membership in the Estrallitas and his wife, who is a beauti- affair were: Mr. and Mrs.
benefits of Federal Employm•nt. Startwhen the church receives its Strong, Powers Thornton and ing
salary $4.5115 or $5,035 a year,
They are Misses Mary Blevins, Singing Group, glee club, and cian, are very active in the Luther Artisan, Mr. and Mrs. first report on the church's Mrs. Mamie Tuggle.
Oared" GS-5 or IM1-6), depending on
be met at •
Madgie Armstrong, Dorothy High Society club. She is the Hyde Park community. BothlWillie Williams and Mrs. Sadie Centennial observance.
Dr. Crawford is pastor of the experience. Salaryyoumay
Sieve had prior
higher rate If
Gentry and Faye Joyce Weav- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie are active in church work. She Knight, who attended the mar- Avery Chapel has set a fi- church.
Federal service. Must be graduate of
an •rcredited school of professional
Gentry.
er.
is a member and secretary of Irlage ceremony of Mr. and nancial goal of $100,000, with
nursing and registered In one of the
Miss Weaver, daughter of Homeland Church of God in Mrs. Garrett in 1938.
The daughter of Mr. and
Staten or the District of Columbia.
Check
50-Year-Old
Cash
donate
to
asked
members
100
Interested parties write the Personnel
Mrs. Blevins, Miss Blevins has Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Weaver Christ, executive board mem-! Other guests included Mrs.
Officer, Freedmen's Hoepltal, Washing9100 each, 100 to give 850 each,
GREAT FALLS, Mont. — ton
1, D.C. for details.
been named valedictorian of of Memphis, is a senior at Mel- ber of the Memphis NAACP,'Sylvia Parters, sister of Mrs.
and 100 others to donate what- (UPI) — A Montgomery Ward
the senior class at McNairy rose High where she is a mem- chairman of Ward 41 Demo-IGarrett; Mr. and Mrs. Moses
can.
they
ever
store here cashed a check for
County High school in,Selmer, ber of the Charmettes, Quill crat club. She is a volunteer Garrett, brother and sister-inand Scroll, Buzzer staff, and worker in the Heart Fund, law of Garrett; Mr. and Mrs. A Centennial Dinner will 69 cents issued to the mother
Tenn.
and
service
morning
the
follow
She plays basketball, sings Senior Band.
March of Dimes and several Alley Montague and daughter, a Centennial Musical will be of Mrs. Grace Hope of Cut
with the glee club, and has Both Miss Blevins and Miss others.
Brinda; Mr. and Mrs. Walter presented at 3:30.
Mont., by the firm's
726 E. McLEMORE
served on the Student Council. Armstrong will be entering Garrett, a veteran of World Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Featured soloists at the mu- Bank,
She has also held the position the dramatics division while War II, is a member of Mace- Lane, Mrs. Ruth Anderson, sical will include Lee Cunning- mail order house in Chicago
WIN 8-8121
of secretary of her Sunday Misses Gentry and Weaver en- donia Baptist church. He is Mrs. Irene Luster, Thomas ham, Alfred Motlow, Harold on Oct. 22, 1912.
FACTORY AUTHORIZED —
ter the music division. With secretary of a male chorus.
School for -four years.
Brownlee and Thomas Elroy. Brooks and Miss Grace ConCall Us On All Your
Miss Armstrong, also from thir array of beauty and talent, Mr. and Mrs. Garrett had
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett re- ley, and the public is invited
Complete Fountaie
McNairy County High school, the public cannot afford to. been married 11 years before ceived many gifts of silver.
Small and Large
present.
be
to
SERVICE Cosmetics
resides with Mrs. Blanche miss this great affair.
their first child was born. He
the
in
Centenout
Leading
Appliances
Hughes. She holds membership Sponsored by the Jackson is Solomon, Jr., a freshman at
K y • Mod•
Shortens Girl 2 Inches nial observance are Mrs. Hattie
in the Student Council N.H.A. Alumnae chapter of Delta Sig- Father Bertrand Catholic High
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — L. Harrison, general chairman;
ma Theta Sorority, Mrs. Anna
d the glee club.
school. Their other son is SylMrs. Rosa Bell Mickens, secreMiss Gentry comes from L. Cooke and Alfreda Porter vester, who is a carrier for the (UPI) — Prof. Gunnar Wil- tary; Mrs. Ida Adams, finan% Jewelry
berg, a surgeon at Lund Uniumboldt, Tenn., and is ex- serve as co-chairmen.
Solomon
Defender.
Tri-State
NOlk.eica OUR
clinic, cial secretary; John Green,
550
Orthopaedic
versity's
had been a carrier six years said he had made a 8-foot, 1- treasurer; Harold Whalum,
W.
brother.
DanAndrew
before his
inch school girl two inches Promotions;
WORK
cy, Men's Division; Mrs. An- Fast
For the celebration Mrs. shorter.
History; Free
Garrett wore a white brocade
Wilberg said he removed ette Edwards, Church
IS
HOLLAND
Miss Rose A. Robinson, "Book
IN--%
segments from the 18-year-old
Delivery
CO.,
APPLIANCE
girl's thigh bones and added of 100,000 Names"; Floyd
GUARANTEED
fit rison, Program; Mrs. Fannie Pho JA 6.8112 JA 81720
nnounces Date she would be completely
and
Interracial;
Crawford,
within six months.
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Four More Seeking Title Of
'Miss Bronze West Tennessee'

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
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Celebrates 25th Wedding Anniver. Avery Chapel To Observe
Centennial This Sunday

PHARMACY

A
For Jubilee
And Jubilect

Buy Your
1963

with the youngest P.T A group Plans for the 27th annual
MORE SNOW
Cars Or
in Jackson, Merry Jr. High. celebration of the Memphis
I'm sure you felt as I when
Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole was the Cotton Makers' Jubilee, Inc.,
Used
Cars
and
week
last
out
you looked
speaker for the occasion with were announced earlier this
saw the ground covered with the Merry Jr. High glee club week by Dr. R. Q. Venson,
founder and general chairman
snow again; for certainly after furnishing the music.
FINANCING TO SUIT
that brief warm spell I just Plans are in the making by of the organization
YOUR PURSE
joint Madison County The Jubilee is set for May
knew spring was peeking at the
P.T.A. and Jackson City P.T.A. 12 through May 18. This year's
us. As our elders used to say, Councils for the spring State theme will be "King Cotton
die still have March to go; so P.T.A. meeting is to convene Pursues Peace."
Wou'd better not put those win- in Jackson. Details will be The Jubilect is scheduled to
be held April 5 at Music hall
given later.
ter outfits away yet.
in the city auditorium. Winner
As for the Jackson happen- CLUB DOINGS
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
will receive a
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins served of the Jubilect
ings, attending the Conference
DEALERS
Capsule wardrobe and a scholof
hostess
of
delightful
Council
National
the
as
of the
arship. Competitors will be se& GAYOSO
THIRD
Churches held recently in St. the Civic Pride Club at the
lected from among Negro high
Louis, Mo. were President C. last meeting. She entertained
6-8871
JA
Memphis
in
students
school
A. Kirkendoll (Lane college) at the Berean Dining room
and Shelby county.
and Mrs. Marie Penn. The in- where a delicious menu was
spiring and informative meet- enjoyed by all following the
ing was held at the Sheraton- business session.
You who are her•inafter named are hereby notified that th•
Jefferson Hotel.
Misses Anna Jackson and
time for payment on storage charges secured by li•ri upon
Following tha t meeting, Claudine Bledsoe were ooyour property has expired after due notices thereof hove
President Kirkendoll and Mrs. hostesses to the Semper Fidelis
been given you or attempted to be given you, or In your
Penn remained in St. Louis Council meeting last Tuesday
name in the Ace Movers and Storage Warehouse at 1260
to attend the C.M.E. Program evening. The inviting setting
and North Hollywood, Memphis, T•nn 00000. Said property
of National Consultation on was Kyles Kozy Kitchen on
will be sold to the highest and best bidder at 12 O'Clock
day
Christian Education. It was Eastern, so I need not mention
noon on Monday -•March 11, 1963 and continuing fromuntil
10 day if necessary until all the goods ore sold or
at this meeting that the Pres- the delicious repast. The Counsatisfied.
are
claims
lien
storage
our
of
all the goods
ident delivered a speech on cil members, as well as other
Church federated club members, are
Local
"Developing
The names of the respective individuals here notified together with a description of their respective lots of furnibusy making plans for the
Leaders."
ture, household goods, •tc., following to wit:
Also in attendance from early summer state meeting
Jackson were Rev. J. D. At- to convene in Jackson. Pictures
The following accounts have been notified at their last
water, pastor of St. Paul were made for the souvenir
known address of forclosure on said lots.
C.M.E. church and Dr. C. New- program at this meeting.
St.,
bern, Department of Religion, You can see that Jackson
Lot No. 1676 — Mrs. W. B. Baggaley, 3066 Robbiedon
is fast becoming a small con1 complete '2 Bed.
„done college.
W P.T.A.'s are in the midst of vention city with these two
- 1-3
Lot No. 1719 — Berry E. Barnes, 571 Lipford, City
celebrating Founder's Days. expected meetings to grace our
piece Bedroom suite, 1 complete Bed, 1
The Founder's Day program city.
Circulachoirs,
5
metal Dinette table and
at Merry High School was The home of Dr. Carrie
tor Heater, Admiral Radio, 1 end Table, 1
held at the regular Tuesday Bigger was the setting for
Porch Chair, 2 Arm Choirs, 1 Window Fan
night meeting at which time bridge on Saturday afternoon.
and all personal belongings.
to
prior
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw was the Dinner was served
and
Lot No. 1730 — Audrey Baker, 1620 Lobe Grove, City • 4
guest speaker. Both a parent the progressive sessions,
piece Bedroom Suite, 1 Couch and Ottoman.
scribe's
and a teacher, Mrs. Shaw gave I guess it was your
hon1 548 — Doyle Hamilton, 580 A.N. Seventh, City •
No.
a challenging address on the lucky day for first prize
Lot
, 1 Gas Rang•.
1 Chest and Double Dr
responsibility of both. She ors. Second prize went to Mrs.
at the
was presented by P.T.A. presi- Vera Brooks, guest
911 E. WashFirth),
J.
(Curtis
Parks
Georgia
June
—
1717
No,
Mrs.
Lot
with
meeting
dent, N. C. Buntyn.
in gton, Jonesboro, Arkansas - 1 —3 Piece
third. The
The second Sunday in Feb- Adkins receiving
complete Bedroom suite, Couch & Choir,
was captured
ruary was the celebration at traveling prize
2 Lamp Tobles & Coffee Table (1), 1 Baby
Washington.
Frances
Mrs.
Lincoln Elementary when all by
Bed, Table and Three Chairs, apartment
sorors
Rho
Gamma
Sigma
past presidents were honored
Gas Range, 1 Norge ReGiaerator.
their
of
passing
the
mourned
and the third Sunday followed
Williams, 1543
beloved soror, Mrs. 0. Stigall
Lot No. 1697 — Mr. or Mrs. T. 0. (L
S. Laramie, Cicero, Ill. - Gas Range, Bufof Humboldt, Tenn. A large
Family Forest
fet, 1 Metal Dinette Choir, 1 complete Bed,
group from Ni Sigma chapter
journeyed to Humboldt last
FARGO, N. D. — (UPI)
Mrs Octavie Result says her Friday night to pay their last
living descendants include 10 respects and participate in the
children, 58 grandchildren, 137
last service in the Greek
Memphis, Tenn
1260 North Hollywood
treat-grandchildren and 43
world.
reat-great-grandchildren.
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MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

ACE MOVERS & STORAGE CO.

,
;
e'2

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

From Us

qta

f
GiratLigf
-

--\C:31\
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Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
•

1.".

r

4'04,,

YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE:
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID -SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF CONTEST
you are that young lady, re.
v•al yourself by •ntering th• "Miss
If

mid.sauth" Cent•st which is biting

the Tri-State
by
sponsored
Wender,
Here are the qualifications for
entering the contest.
(1) Any a ingl• y oun g woman
between the eig•s of 16 to 22
y•or• of age, who has never been
mewled.
(2) Must be of good reputation. .
(3) Must be a member of some
civic, social or religious organilotion.

(4) Must have written consent of
parents or guardian.
(5) Must have attained at least
two years in high school.

Pules of the popularity con-

test include:

Contestants

must

register

with Ole TrI•State Dasndar not
lore than Jonuery 19th, 1963.
Thy starting let* for Contestants

to register is at 10 a.m., Saturday, Dec. 15, at the In -Slate
Defender office, 236 S. 'Selling,
ton Av•.

.1. Foch contestant must pass the
official entry qualifications.
2. Must obtain entry qualificetion
quote of 200 official votes by
F•bruory 2, 1963 to continue in
contest.

starling date is 0•Corn•
b•r 15, 1963 at 1000 A.M.
A. Ballots will b• count•d each
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the
entire time of contest. Ballots can
be brought or mailed to the Tr I.
State Defender's office, at the
obov• addr•ss. Erich ••••1, votes
wi II be counted, end ran in th• n•yt
issue of the TrI.Stot• Defender.
S. rach contestant must submit a
recent photograph of herself pr••
f•rgIsly (black & white, glossy,
5.71, bust.
6. nfficiel ballots (votes) will repDear in the Tr -State Defender only.
7. For ench new subscription of
the TrI.Stot• Defender sold by a
contestant, beaus votes will be
awarded. For a 1 year's subscrip•
lion 156.00) 100 votes will be
awarded; 6 months subscription
(MOO) 50 votes will be awarded
and for n 3 months •ubscription
(S1.75) 25 votes will be oward•d,
A. Ench contestant is eligible to
b• sponsored by a busin•ss firm,
religious, social or civic orgawisa.

3. Official

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
Memphis, TIMMS'S
—
236 S. Wellington
Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
N AM

A DDR E S5

CITY

P /A ON E

AGE

Non.
9. Contest ends koril 1 3, 1963 ot
5:00 P.M.
10. Winner will 1, announc•d Apr;1,
70, 1963, in the Tri-Stot• Defender.

11. Coronation Boll will be held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decision of judges final.
13. Entry fee $1.00.
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Mt. Pisgah Welcomes Thousands At Homecoming
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WELCOME HOMECOMING CROWD — On hand to welcome graduates, parents and students to the Homecoming
Game at Mt. Pisgah High school are Principal and Mrs.
Searcy Harris. Mrs. Harris is a first grade teacher at the
school.

Carolyn Herring. Others, from left, are Marilyn Cunningham, crownbearer; Roy Anderson, crownbearer; Randle
Jones, "Mr. Elementary." Charlotte Bonds, "Miss Elementary;" Ann Watkins, flowergirl; Michael Grier, "Mr. Junior
High:" and Claudette Grice, "Miss Junior High."

MT. PISGAH'S ROYALTY — Eight crowns adorn the heads
of students who were chosen to positions of honor at Mt.
Pisgah. Seated on lower level are "Mr. and Miss Tiny TO
Vernon Harris and Margaret Trice. Seated top center are
the king and queen of the school, Garvin Eddings and Miss
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QUEEN OF THE EAGLES — Seen here following her coronation at Mt. Pisgah High school is Miss Carol Herring. She
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will reign at the school until her successor is chosen in 1964.
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THE VICTORIOUS EAGLES of Mt. Pisgah High school are
seen here as they prepared to vanquish the Mitchell Road
High school Tigers at the Homecoming Game on Feb. 15 by
a score of 76 to 66. Kneeling, from left, are Elton Ivor,,

Eddie Crawford, William Gatlin, Herbert Brooks and Sammy
Morris. Standing, same order, are James Scott, coach; Sylvester Jackson, Charles Herndon, Cleophus Morris, Willie
Smith and Clinton Prescott. 1Withers Photos).

THE CHEERING SQUAD — Helping get the Mt. Pisgah
High Eagles in a winning mood are members of the Cheering Squad. Seen in action on the sidelines are, from left,

Portia Bell, Jensie Moten, Elizabeth Wilson and Stella Kirkwood. Out of action at the time were Earlie Biles and Connie Fisher.
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MAJORETTES PERFORM — Doing fancy steps during
half-time ceremonies are the Mt. Pisgah High school majorettes. They are, from left, Earlie Mae Hiles, Estella

Shores, Barbara Flemings, Louise Golier, Joyce Moore and
Beverly Joyner.
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'Freedom Food" Benefit Disk
By Gregory On Sole At Tivoli

Dr. D.E. King To Speak At Owen March 10-13
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Cassius Clay Silent
Only When Asleep,
Trainer Says

• SPIRTS
HORIZON
iltALLTOVN. U.S.A. TIME

silikely to be Brownsville, Halls.
This ie the melon when and Ripley. The districts alternate every year with one disMany small towns as well as
trict sending only two teams.
large onis get the basketball
This year Memphis Prep LeatOurnenlent fever, and gymna. gue squads number only two.
MIAMI BEACH, Fia. - Cas- tween six and eight rounds a
slums is the smallest hamlets
sius Clay, the tireless fighter- day at a Miami Beach gymto the biggest cities bulge at TRI-STATE PICKS
the seams trying to accomme Once again.- Memphis teams
talker, left Tuesday for New nasium.
one of the most enwill hold the favorites role.
date the bustling crowds.
York to await his coming tight "Cass is
Reergetic workers I've ever seen."
the
in
teams
the
of
bus,
Non*
iesin,
They come by
with Doug Jones in Madison
Dundee reported. "He's already
wane, ..50omile nikaa and gion III meet holds a regular
Square Garden, March 13.
123 rounds for the Jones
any other means that it takes Ase.1", n victory over a Bluff
Clay is making the trip by boxed
team. Mt. Pisgah holds a
fight. And when he isn't boxplane, because, as his trainer
to be on tho scene to cheer `-'hy
win over Lester
ing, he's talking.
for their favorites. Pennants pre-season
Angelo Dundee explains "Casand other decorations land tO but the Lions reversed it in
sius is no flyer." Clay worked
a regular season tilt. Melrose
123 rounds here as a prelimthe gala tournament atmos.
also hie beaten Pisgah, the top
inary conditioner for his meetphere,
team.
county
ing with Jones and will add
With one wrong toot of an
If things work true to form
ARTIST IN ALASKA
other training sessions when
official's whistle and he's orshould
meet
Three
Region
the
dared executed on the spot.
he arrives in New York.
is seen
be a showdown between Dis- Airman First class Alex W. Tucker of Memphis
The talkative Clay, for reaREOION III NUT
which he completed
tricts One and Two. This writ- displaying his painting. "Bed
known only to himself has
sona
The tourney trail for the
Alaska.
AYH,
er envisions Lester going In oils during his off-duty time at Elniendorf
Don't close toe door on wilt
scholastic campaigner begins against Mitt-hell Road in one An Air Force Illustrator, he attends classes in art at the narrowed the margin of "life"
for Jones to 4, saying Doug will Chamberlain's record-breaking
at the district level and on to semi-final game and Melrose
Anchorage Community college. A graduate of Booker T. be knocked out in that stanza. attempts. The San Francisco
the regional which pits win- against Mt. Pisgah in the other
Washington High school, he Is the son of Mrs. Ida J. Clay had previously predicted a Istar may be earmarking some
ners and runners-up. This is to meet each other for the
Tucker of 2159 Marble. His wife, Mrs. Marie Tucker, is the six-round exit for Jones.
new standards for the National
r
the launching point f
rip,
the
in
year
this
fourth time
„-The undefeated heavyweiiht Basketball Association playoffs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs B. Hunter of MS Wilson. resentativel who wIll Pertic
off
get
point,
'finals. At this
contender has been sparring be- Chamberlain, whose stagger(USAF Photo.)
iDets in the elate tournament. the limb arid say that Lester
ing three-year pace in the
To get to the state after hay. and
TOO MUCH OF THIS?
Melrose will warm up for
N.B.A. began showing signs of
ing survived the earlier elim- the state tourney with another
Heavyweight champion Sonny Liston. in training for his
a scoring letup during the reguinations, usually means a very
of their bitter battles.
coming rematch with Floyd Patterson is shown observing
lar season, moved the Warriors
successful season for teams in
Booker T. Washington will
to within two percentage points
the waves along the beach. a daily habit with the title
the schoolboy circles.
not be around to defend its
of the third and final playoff
holder. Liston's slow-paced training is what has caused
A victory in the big state Region Three crown. The deberth in the Western Division
extravegenza usually tou
Patterson aids to say "Liston is enjoying the beaches in
"fending state and national
-ch
with a 45-point attack that helpoff mayhem at the final buzz- champions were eliminated
Florida while our man Is hard at training to knock his
ed edge Cincinnati.
er and subsequent honors upon last week in the district.
block off."
arriving back home.
Dev. Lester and Melrose passed MeMANUB MAKES GOOD
Red
.the
downed
Lester
Lester gtnerated a driving Lester had cut its intermission
University Coach
4he district hurdle by their Creighton
finish on a free throw by margin from six points to One ils 56-49, in the semi-finals
twit and second piaci finishes Red McManus told the school's Benny Price and a twisting
had adin less than one minut; of the at Melrose. Douglass
t week. They have been alumni in Omaha. Neb. in 1960 lay-up by little John Miller second half. Melrose scored vanced on Roosevelt Shelton's
return
would
that
Creighton
rWed In the upper and lower
in the last two minutes of the five straight baskets on five two free throws with five
rackets of the newt step to- to the ranks of the nation's top game to edge Melrose 69-65, attempts by four different seconds left that gave the
basketball
teams.
ward that state goal, the Re.
Red Devils a 52-50 squeaker
and captured the District I players to go 10 ahead.
over Father Bertrand in the
gion III meet which opens to. The Blue Jays haven't won tournament in the champion- LIONS ROAR BACK
Coach
national
but
tites,
any
eight (Wednesday) in the new
ship finals held last Saturday
In the final period the prep first round.
:Woodstock gym, concluding McManus has made good his night in the Lester Gymnasi- champs made their bid before FATHER BERTRAND
opwas
McManus
prediction.
Melrose had it easy in its
Saturday night with the fium.
a partisan home crowd with
timistic because he knew the
Douglass blew a nine point the towering Charels PaulIF semi-final match after a close,
ebony
6-7
his
of
potential
star,
showing
delefirst half. The Golden Wildcats ,
halftime lead as Carver capi- and Richard Jones
1 Joining the Memphis
!gates will be representatives Paul Silas.
talized on superior rebound- the way. Paulk, a 6-6 south- waltzed to a 74-52 victory over
Trom Districts Two and Three. Last year, Silas led the na- ing to rally for a 64-58 win paw, unloaded a couple of Carver. Carver players spent
long jumpers while his equal- the last three minutes on the
'Mt. Pisgah, Mitchell Road, and tion in rebounding and helped in the consolation game.
arrett's Chapel will come Creighton get a NCAA tourDouglass cooled off after a ly as tall teammate was cut- floor after vain endeavors to
wrestle the ball away from
, om District Two which are nament bid. This year, Silas hot second half and couldn't ting capers off the post.
4helby County quintets. Last is again topping the jumpers prevent the Carver rebound- The clock showed 5:18 left the fancy Melrose dribblers.
The Cobras won their first
coaturday night, Mt. Pisgah with a 20 plus average while ers from consistently putting when Jones knotted the score
at 56-56. At this point, the round game from Washington
captured first place with a receiving honorable mention in missed shots.
Carver was led by Leon two teams exchanged the lead 57-47 on the Warriors' hard7-51 triumph in the finals over on one all-American team.
Mitchell Road. The latter Creighton walloped the NIT Brown who came from the several times until Price wood.
Jones and Paulk of Lester,
squad is one of the country's bound Memphis State 95-70 bench to score 17 points, 15 dropped in his charity toss
gisrprise teams since it does last Saturday night here in in the second half. Turner got that gave Lester a 63-62 edge. Carl Turner of Carver, Smith
The Lions held on grimly and Sandridge of Melrose,
not have a home gym as yet. the Tiger's den. It %vim con- 16. Do-uglass, who outscored
liarretts Chapel edged Caple- vincing as well as humiliating Carver 23-22 from the floor, but not until Coach Ira Spil- made the first team, all-tourhad sat through some nament squad. Vester Swift,
lers
Ville, 51.51, another floorless for the proud Tigers (18-6), was led by Vester Swift's 14
moments. Melrose the tourney's leading scorer
who take off for New York tallies. Swift hit on 11 of 17 anxious
team,
shots. Roosevelt Shelton add- missed a golden opportunity with 51 points, and Shelton
_ . The District Three teams are next week.
THIS WILL BE DIFFERENT
-.to go ahead with 28 seconds of Douglass, Bowers of Lester,
ed 15.
Floyd told reporters this,AAL will be 411f• —
Both teams had good free- left arid behind 64-65. Melrose Leroy Weakley of Washing- Former heavyweight champion Floyd Patferent from the first whisitgavas knoekad
Rochester ton and Roy Lewis of Carver,!terson, is shown talking to reporters the day
whiz,
throw averages, but Carver's dribbling
•••-•te
out in first round by Listen ,te..-:
29 chances were 14 more than Thomas, went to the line and cmoprised the second team he arrived at Miami Beach camp to begin
Douglass attempted. The Co- missed on the first shot of thk i unit.
training for this rematch with Sonny Liston.
bras bucketed 20 from the one-and-one.
'REGION NEVT STOP
•
Lester sewed it lap whee ! Lester and Melrose reprecharity line while Douglass
dropped in 12. For both clubs, Paulk dropped in a lay-up mit sent District One in the Regg 4-7573
2189 CENTRAL AT COOPER
it represents the end of the ments later.
gion III cage meet, beginning
PRICE!
CASE
A
AT
Jones led all scorcrs with 23. tonight (Wednesday) at Wood-1
CASES
line and the wait until next
MIXED
Paulk had 16 and Charles
year.
tock in Lucy, Tennessee. The 1 Ho
s,
ti
-IRCF P4RKIVC AF•1
fwbutdowkl
Bowers helped out with 11. Prep League entrants are giv"
TIRES AT END
Pinot,
Melrose. playing an inspired For Melrose, James Sandridge en a better than even chance
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
game from the opening tip- was the big gun with 21. A to move on to the state touroff, led after the first three great measure of Lester's suc- ney the following week in ,
periods. The Golden Wildcats oess came in holding Bobby Nashville.
led, 15-13, 32-26, and 52-49, Smith to eight. Smith was
an increase of their lead after hampered somewhat by a cut All
Even
each stanza. However, Mel- hand suffered Friday while
•-e•-erose wilted in the final period opening a tin can. Smith had SOUT AMPTON, England-I MIAMI - (UPI) - Ex- "If I get past the first round'-fighting," be said.
Sonny Liston, the ersurl,
to the unmatched Lester bench a soaring 43 tallies the last (UPI) - Police reported a Heavyweight Champion Floyd this time. I think I'll get trewallet was found to be missing'
strength and height advant- time out against Lester.
on
-7,71training
Miami Beach.
applause," he quipLester had to hold off a shortly after each goal was Patterson settled ddwn to a mendous
age.
turned to work after tokirry
ped.
to
During the third quarter, spirited finish by Douglass be- scored at a recent hockey routine of daily workouts
weekend off.
Patterson's training headprepare for his April 10 title
Melrose got sizzling hot after fore advancing to the finals. game.
"While
Sonny's
11.0t=g
is
He
business.
all
is
quarters
ham-handed
fight here with
around on the beach, ourhorse
Park
Tropical
at
training
1Sonny Liston.
will be training to
Any despair Patterson may racing track. He sleeps in a him," one of Patterson'Cnigtlave felt after the first-round jackey's room and has two era said.
knockout that cost him the rings, one inside and the other Patterson arrived here:if:4r
title appeared gone, and he in a paddock area.
driving 29 straight hoursVIn
was relaxed and in high spir- "This setup leaves room for his Catskill Mountains Tetra
only one thought in my mind in New York.
its.
The ex-champ, who IBMs
198 pounds and hopes bpillly
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
that way for the,fight, easiii4e
hadn't .ilanned any 41111/Si Y
OK LIABILITY INSURANCE -EVEIVYBODY
for his return bout with IsCAREFUL DRIVERS - LOWER RATES
0-111
st°
ton.
"I never make plans OW
A.
4
II
I get in the ring. May
.
fight outside, maybe
6-8911
IA
TOWER
COLUMBIAN
I'll just have to wait andel,"
CANE COLE
HUNKY DORY
he said.
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
7 to 8:30 A.!.1.

Chamberlain's
Pace Seen As
Playoff Boom

toShe
164.

Lions Defeat Golden Wildcats
To Win District 1 Tournament
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bourbons for 128 years
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The Sigma Epsilon Tau chapter of Alpha Chi Pi Omega
sorority has made plans to install officers during a meeting
set for March 25 at the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA, 1044
Mississippi blvd.
The sorority, consisting of local beauticians, was recently
organized by Mrs. Altura Lee.
Mrs. Elizabeth Brooks is
basileus; Mrs. Etta Flowers,
first anti-basileus; Mrs. Priscilla Burke, second anti-basileus;
Mrs. Viola Laid, grammateus;
Mrs. Come:is Butler, tameis;
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, supervisor of the chapter.

Drunk Cows Start Fire

TO

I Street Address

New Sorority-A
Install Officers
Hires Biggest

No

OSLO -(UPI)-Eleven cows
which became drunk on fermented molasses, set fire to a
barn near Lofthus in Western
Norway and then drowned when
they staggered onto a frozen
lake and broke through the ice.
The cows apparently caused the
fire by damaging electric wires.
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Leath Teacher Dies
After Long Illness

-a

Apts. For Rent

ed on front row, from left, are Mrs. Gladys
Martin, John Brown, Sr., holding grandson,
Alfonso Coins; Clarence Greer and Mrs.
Louise Coins. IWithers Photo)

Final Rites Held For Mrs. Zora Johnson Brown
Funeral services for Mrs. St. They lived at 2248 Zanone. Mrs. Gladys Martin and Mrs.
Zora Johnson Brown, one of A native of Pickens, Miss.,'Louise Goin s; a son, John
the city's outstanding church- Mrs. Brown joined the church Brown, Jr; a brother, Clarence
workers, were held at Eastern in that city as a youngster Greer of Chicago; 14 grandStar Baptist church on Satur- and had belonged to Eastern children and other relatives.
day, Feb. 23, with the pastor,'Star since her arrival in Mis- , Active pallbearers included
.Thomas Pegues, Elmo BerkRev. W. M. Fields, delivering sissippi.
Paying tribute to Mrs. ley, Emmitt J. Winters, Evenge
the eulogy.
Mrs. Brown, who had suf- Brown as a church worker was Jones. John Macon, Chester
fered a stroke, died in E. H. William M. Young while Mrs. Lenoir, Herman Seaborn and
Crump Memorial hospital on Mary Porter praised her as a Eunnie Dyson.
Interment was in Elmwood
neighbor.
Feb. 19.
cemetery. S. W. Qualls and
She was the wife of John SURVIVORS
Aside from her husband, she company was in charge of fiBrown, well-known proprietor
of a billiard parlor on Beale is survived by two daughters, nal arrangements.

pfg

Veteran Teacher Dies
In Humboldt At 96

Moore Realty Co.
Holds Open House

Plans for a Spring Pageant
were discussed when members
The newly established Harof
the LaRita social club met
By MRS. W. S. VANCE
rel C. Moore Realty Comat Malunda's recently for tr pany, located at 12491
/
2 ThoHUMBOLDT - Death inshrimp dinner. The president,1 mas Ave., held Open House
vaded the ranks of Humboldt
Mrs. Alma Morris, was hostess last Sunday afternoon.
on Wednesday. Feb. 20, when
Cutting the ribbon was Rev.
at the dinner.
one of the city's most disJames M. Lawson, Jr., pastor
Among
other
members
atMrs.
Oltinguished educators,
Centenary
Mehtodist
of
tending were Mesdames Ann church, who offered the delie Elizabeth Stigall, died in
Falls,
Julia
Pleas,
Katherine dicatory prayer. During a
St. Mary's hospital at the age
Armstrong, Bernice Jackson, brief speech, Rev. Lawson
of 96.
Virginia,
she
native
of
Cleo
Draper
and
Tecora
Smith. said: "A business should not
A
Club reporter is Mrs. Janice be established for the profit
began her teaching career unthat can be derived alone.
Jeans.
der the supervision of the faRather, it should be estab-,
mous Booker T. Washington at
Christianburg. Va., after her
board as long as she was able lished with the basic purpose
of rendering worthwhile comtraining at Hartshon college
to attend. She belonged to the
munity service. When we fail
and Virginia Union university.
Athenian club of Jackson and
to render service to our felMrs. Stigall came to Hum,was for 20 years a member of
lowman, then we have lost
boldt in 1892 and was elected
Nu Sigma chapter of Sigma
the fundamental meaning of
assistant principal of what was
Gamma Rho sorority.
MRS. OLLIE E. STIGALL
living."
then Humboldt City High
Funeral services for Mrs.
He added, "There must be
school. Part of her career was with St. James Baptist church Stigall were held at Lane
served under the principal- and Lane Chapel CME church, Chapel CME church with Rev. more genuine ethical, moral
ship of her late husband, Prof. but she manifested an interest P. Gonya Hentrel, a former and spiritual standards in our
T. M. Stigall, whom she mar- in people of all faiths and re- pastor of the church, now in business, today. In Western
ried in 1896. Stigall High ligions, and the progress of re- Memphis, delivering the eulo- civilizaiton, profit has never
been the thing, service has
school is named in his honor. ligion in the county.
gy.
always been the key motive."
After her retirement from
A civic worker, she helped
Among the survivors are a
Among persons attending
the Humboldt school system organize the Humboldt City daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
the ceremony were: Henry
in 1942, Mrs. Stigall was call- Federation of Women's Clubs and Mrs. Charlie Givens; a
Ford, James Gilliand, Dowan
ed into service at the Gibson and served as its president for granddaughter, Miss Francene
Miller, Mrs. Maude Watson,
County Training school under many years. She helped organ- Givens of Humboldt; a sister,
Mrs. Bessie Williams, Mrs.
Principal T. R. Hartsfied.
,ize the Gillespie kindergarten Mrs. Margaret Flannagan, Samuel Harris Jr.. Troy Fryand served on its board of Oakland, Calif.; a foste r- ar, Charlie Cook, Willie
TAUGHT THOUSANDS
BarWhile teaching at the two directors.
daughter, Mrs. Katie S. Booth, ber, Mrs. Cynthia C. Waters,
schools, Mrs. Stigall came in SIGMA GAMMA RHO
Waters,
, St. Louis, Mo., and other rela- McClallister
Tri
contact with thousands of stuMrs. Stigall served as chair- ,tives and friends.
State
Defender
advertisedents of several generations, man of the Mother and Child
Interment was in Rosehill ment manager; Mrs. Callie
and these were among those Committee of the State Fede- cemetery. Mims Funeral home Stevens, owner of the real
who mourned her passing.
ration of Women's Clubs and was in charge of final arrange- estate company is Harrel C.
Her church affiliations were was a member of its executive ttients.
Moore

MRS. COUNTESS M. PEYTON

ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in New York
Transportation & Meals
Advanced

306 M & M BLDG MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131

COLETTA'S

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Mo.

Cask You
Get$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

Payments

$ 12.90
$ 23.70
S 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
5110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

TAILORS
129 Beale
MEW SPRING WOOLENS
FOR EASTER HAVE ARRIVED
COMPLETE
TUXEDO RENTALS
525-9395

STUDIO-1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET

,
NEED-MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

WAYNE
'
S

SHOE STORE BEA11
6°ST.
PORTO-PED Reg.
Men Shoes $22"
Medium [Air Cushioned]
ONE WEEK SPECIAL
[A Wyenberg 1 495
Shoe]

M&H

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W. Hors Bison In Business 1 5
Years, Because W. Ar• Speciallet• In Our Field.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP

PAPES
MEN'S SHOP

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET

..s1"

--

CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET

Diamonds, Jewelry,
Watches, Golf Clubs,
Shotguns, Tools

LOAN CO.
108 Beale
or

182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

TEN N.
REGULAR

I

MORRIS
'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST

YES

BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
Cotnrn•ntory

$2.95

1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary
$2.95

and All

BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pod“st Si" Points for Emphasis

Articles of Value.

345 BEALE STREET
Pima JA 1-4132

THIS
SPACE IS

R., C. M. LEE, Own.,

Uncle Sam Says...
LOAN

Watch
Crystals
Stretch
Bands
Italian
Sunglasses $1"
Expert Watch Repairing

MERICAN

NEW SPRING STYLES
IN
STETSON SHOES
159 61 Beal St
JA 16751

MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS -JEWELRY - CLOTHING

UNCLE SAM
'
S PAWN
122 BEALE

SHOP

J. A. Hickey

PH: EX 7-6742

ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring. one
2 chest of drawers, one washing machine. One dinette set. one sewing
machine. CALL BR 62370. 2152
Piedmont St.

Situation Wanted

.3no

Special Services

FOR
AN
ADVERTISER

EXPERIENCED
MAID,
NURSE,
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
week. JA 7-9043.
MEN WANTED
Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948.0774.
Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1108
S. Lauderdale.

MEN!!!
To sell
appliances
and
furniture
Would like Intelligent men. Exper. in
1.11Cle TO lolling. Must like people. Call FA 3purchsee • home bar la fair eondl- 4551. 2259 Park Avenue.
Hun. Call Jackman 6-8397.
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
Co
cos SALE
BY OWNER
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-1N
3 BEDROOM
CAN
PORT. CQN. Jobs. $35455 wk
Fare advanced
CRETE PORCH. PATIO
BIGGEST Mellory Agency, 576 Ferrick Rd •
LynLOT IN SUB-DIVISION GI or FHA brook N Y
Loan accepted or svUi sell. Equity.
EX 7-7116--South of Alley on Judson.

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER'

VOL.

rimers riocry 5810:11)

For Sale Misc.

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
shop a;

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

1
When
children
mother
replied
newspay
isn't an
AohNlem

Furn. For Sale

Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver

Club Plans For
Spring Pageant

Houses For Sale

nstructions

Business Services

Relatives and friends of Mrs. Zora Johnson
Brown, outstanding church worker at Eastern
Star Baptist church, are seen here during
graveside services In Elmwood cemetery. Seat-

Help Wanted

Mrs. Countess M. Peyton,'day morning after a long ill- FURNISHED R0141 WI1H HAlF.
RAGSDALE EMPLOY td S.N
bath-wat•r A ligtde furnished rum* Lie. Beauty Operator to Work in HARREL C MOORE REALTY
fourth grade teacher at Leath ness.
BR 5-711M.
COMPANY 12495,4 Thomas St.
White Beauty Snap
Elementary school for about 16
Mrs. Peyton, who resided at
Maid Comb
425 wit P1)0. - 523 3936 - 525-3487
NEWLY REMODELED
3
Shun
Order
Up
Cook
lilt)
BEDROOM
L.
R.
KITCHEN
years, died at S. H. Crump Me- 1883 Rile st., was the wife of Bath - 1158 Gauen° Maids - etwir
Specializing In
PHONE.
JA 5-41119
morial/hospital early last Sun- Arthur L. Peyton, a teacher at
Wit 2-5537
Real Estate Sales, Property
WOMAN
IIKISIRES
Jon
OR
AS
MAID
NEWLY
Klondike Elementary school.
DECORATED TWO ROOM
Deny-Otter five days a week. Call: Management Real Estate Loans
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 645
A graduate of the public 8. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, $25.00.
(11.. 8-4591
"Selling or Renting Houses is
'schools of Memphis, Mrs. Pey- Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
not a side line for us, it is a
ironer or keep children.
APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
ton was graduated from Le. 3-ROOM
business.
NICK $40.00. CALL WH 6 6645 or Call: VvH 5-2181.
Moynecollege before entering JA 6-2880, Mr. E. L. Young.
Homeworkers Wanted:
LTNEURNISHED ROOMS
the teaching profession.
We will send you tn. Complete name.
Funeral services for the 2 lge. unfurn. Ans. for rent and addressee of 50 U.S. firms that
•
CHARM
AND
NEMO HOMICWORMERS PIANO.
VOICE
teacher will be held on Thurs , WH 2-29.17. call after 5 p.m. 1.41101lIelTLY
pad TIP ! than your
claims Private or groups. Special
r
glOtirl
un
SIED ROOMS FOR RENT tor only 25c
name, addrese. and 25c today to rate to schrml children Z. Lois King.
March 7. at Emmanuel
nered.ftreoo
r
rent.
FARMER
2101'S
Fittn
Ave.
New York 1818 South Parkway East, Pho.WR 2-3937,
Episcopal church with the pas- 0111110
275-0435
Y1WIMMIIINWWW•soll•WWWWIIIMMIWII 10. N.Y.
Local members of the Tentor, Rev. Cecil Marshall, denessee A&I State University
livering
the
eulogy.
Alumni association has anAside from her husband, she IF
nounced plans for its annual
YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
BEAUTICIANe
EXPERIENCED
you would like Installed wall
wants Job •s shampooer In white
"Benefit Scholarship Dance," is survived by a sister, Mrs. to that
wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
shop or as seamstress. JA 3,266e.
Wiliam
0.
Speight,
Jr.,
and
a
for a free estimate, CIL 8-0702.
which is scheduled for Friday,
Keen children in home for workine
March 8, starting at 10 p.m. at host of relatives and friends.
mothers-by the day, week, or month.
BUSINESS CARDS
Interment
will
be
in
New
Call FA 4-5186 for information.
Curries Club Tropicana.
Business Cards - Letter Henna - FoRev. and Mrs. L. W. Meyer.
The dance entitled "Swing Park cemetery. T. H. Hayes veloPes - Wedding Anne. Reasonable
price, - 24 hour service. All kinds
into Spring," comes at the .and Sons Funeral home is in of printing & Publishing. Office,
School Salesmen
and
saleswomen
Ohurch
time of the spring break at charge of final arrangements. Stanback
Printing & Publishing Co. wanted to sell retail advertisHOMEWORKERS WANTED
Tennessee A&I State uni2477 Deadrick Ave.
ing in the Memphis mat ket. We will trend you the name, and
FA 7.9127
or
324-5449
versity. Proceeds from the
addreases of 50 U.S. firms that URVITAL-STATISTICS - NOW Avail We pay 25 per cent and 30 GENTLY NEED HOMEWORICERS for
dance wlil go into the Sadie
able. Do you know what records per cent
contract commission only 25c postpaid! Rush your name.
may prove useful in establishing date
Gassaway Scholarship Fund,
address. and 25c today to Farmer 210
of birth, place of birth and parentage on the dollar.
TS Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
which will be used to aid
if the birth was not recorded? Ten
Piano
Tuned. Have your piano tuned
proven
ways
to
establieh
place of
Memphis students attending
birth. Only .25 Bury's, Brentwood, THE TRI STATE DEFENDER like new. Call BR 3.7844 for service.
the university.
Maryland.
238 South Wellington Street Only $10 00.
President of the local alumMemphis, Tenn.
ni association, Frank J. Lewis,
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS PORsaid: "This community is to
ter or restaurant worker.
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE nous&
be congratulated for support
WH 6-0887
hold items & Furniture at B•rgain
given this worthwhile projPrices for quick sale. Too many Item. WOMAN EXP, IN
HOSPITAL WORK.
to set. Most like new. At Fraction CALL:
ect."
of original coat. BR 6-3072.
452-1831
Tickets may be purchased
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
at Paul's Tailoring, Strozier's
BABY SITTING, CALL:
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
IA 5-7919
Drug Store and Roll-A-Way
CLOCKS REGARDLEBS OF CON
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
Lanes. Advance tickets are
DITION.
work-private home.
$1.50 and $1 75 at the door
.948-1273

Tenn. Alumni To
Give 'Benefit'
Dance Friday iday,

GRAVESIDE SERVICE

Pe

Classified Ads...

Houses For Sale
WHY?

5 ACRES FOR SALE

3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can
be We're Offering House. In New Condition
shown by owner, Anytime. Mrs. George With Established Lawn - Fenced
BackGibbs, Jr.
yard - 3 Bedrooms -- Combination
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
54 MERCURY - ONLY $65
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
In good condition. Radio, heater, good - Car-port - GL 8-5255 - 398-7882.
tires, new battery. 550 5-1886.
1960 THUNDERBIRD POWER AND
air conditioned. Real leather. By
original owner. Beautiful. $2,450. GoIrl
Battery and Radiator Service, 340
Union.

CLASSIFIED
ADS

RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.

1796 PATTRICK

59 DESOTO 2 DR HARDTOP NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
FULL EQUIP with power steer-I
OWNER ASSUMES
o 51(3 22 Monthly
ring, brakes and air conditioning!ner7i..
"
Wottiliii_ Fri A Down.i7g
FHA
will take older car as trade. Loan with $300 Downylue rClosiw
ng Cost.
NEW LOOK
Call Ernest Jones between 1
Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
p.m. and 7 p.m. at WH 6-9591. 3GLBedroom,
8-5255
Office 308-7682

HAVE

•

-

GUARANTEED

QUALITY

SECURITY

Hea
Con

PULLING

Loui:
chairme
of the
flounce(
ccmtinu
of Mai
goal, se
half-wa
got und

NO CASH NEEDED
'62 FORD Faltlan• 5004 dt $ I 691
.62RAMBLER•ddt
. 51445
.59 PONTIAC-4 dr.
51495
'59RAMBLER-4 dr
$ 895
.59 DODGE•4 dr
$ 995
lS8 FORD.4 dr.
$ 795
'59 FORD-7d.
S 895
$ 995
'58 BUICK-4d,.
$ 395
'58 CHEYROLET•41dr, . 5 395
.58PONTIAC•ddr.
S 695
'58 CHRYS•Imp•riel-(4 del $1395
l57
.
.S 395
Si 197
'60 DODGE-2dr
*59 CHEV.-4 dr Belo,
$1091

'55
'56
'55
'55
'53
'52

CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILF
FORD
BUICK
FORD
OLDSMOBILF

SECURITY
RAMBLER
695 UNION

POWER

Also
are A.
guerite
Booth

0

FR0

S 100
UP

JA 5-6391

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY
'Ibis is her new office at the 5lissis
sippi Stale Line. MADAM HELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM HELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Slate Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. He sure to look for the HEI) MOCK
itousE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus walked Whiteliaven State Line
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIN.

Hun
Ilune
Lou'

TRY
ONE
TODAY.
CALL
JACKSON
6-8397

Amor
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